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Knowledge planted in truth grows in truth.

—Aberjhani™
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In America, whatever our background, color, or zip code, we value our freedom. Generation after generation has fought for the freedom to have a say in decisions that impact our lives—the freedom to participate fully in our country. But in recent years, a small faction has grown increasingly skilled at spreading lies about our elections, lies that targeted Black communities and other communities of color to suppress their votes, lies that fueled a deadly attack on our Capitol in January 2021 to disrupt the peaceful transfer of power, lies that threaten to suppress votes and undermine public confidence in future elections. This intentional use of false information to affect the participation of voters in elections is known as “election disinformation.”

The United States is at a critical juncture. More than 1 in 3 U.S. residents—and nearly 80% of Republicans—wrongly believe that President Joe Biden did not legitimately win the election. And a majority say they “do not have confidence that elections reflect the will of the people.”

Donald Trump’s Big Lie is working, and we have to respond. Just as we came together last year, rising up to vote safely and securely in record numbers during a global pandemic, we must now rise up to stop election disinformation efforts in future elections. This report is a game plan for success.

Election disinformation is not a new phenomenon. Indeed, for nearly two decades Common Cause has been monitoring and working to stop election disinformation as a part of the national Election Protection coalition. As explained in our 2008 report Deceptive Practices 2.0, co-authored with the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and the Century Foundation, false or misleading information about the voting process, often targeting Black communities and intended to suppress votes, has historically been disseminated via flyers and “robocalls.” But by 2008, disinformation was beginning to move to email and websites. And as explained in our 2012 report Deceptive Election Practices and Voter Intimidation, disinformation tactics continued to evolve: “Over time, they have become more sophisticated, nuanced, and begun to use modern technology to target certain voters more effectively.” The volume and sophistication of online disinformation, particularly via social media platforms, continued to rise in 2016 and 2018 preceding a veritable explosion of election disinformation throughout the 2020 election cycle.

As online election disinformation has increased, Common Cause Education Fund’s commitment to monitoring and stopping it has likewise increased. During the 2020 election cycle, we led an Anti-Disinformation Working Group of the Election Protection coalition, hired experienced disinformation analysts, and trained dozens of partner organizations and thousands of volunteers in disinformation monitoring. We catalogued more than 3,000 disinformation posts in our election disinformation database, requested the removal of posts from social media platforms when they violated corporate policies, developed messaging to “pre-bunk” the disinformation, and dis-
seminated accurate voting and election information in partnership with the Election Protection coalition.

We continue our election disinformation work in the 2021 “off-year” elections and prepare for elections in 2022 and beyond. As part of our plan to combat election disinformation, Common Cause Education Fund has prepared this report to explain the problem of election disinformation in detail and propose commonsense public and corporate policy reforms to reduce the harmful impacts of election disinformation in future elections.

**Section 1** provides an overview of election disinformation, explaining what it is, how it’s being spread, and who is spreading it. Understanding the threat of election disinformation is the first step toward eliminating the threat. Common examples of election disinformation include communications providing the wrong election date, bogus election rules, voter intimidation, untrue claims about election integrity/security, and untrue claims post-election about results. Today, the most common means of disseminating disinformation include social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, junk websites, mainstream media like Fox News, search engines like Google, email, text messages, and robocalls.

For example, in the spring of 2020, former president Donald Trump repeatedly and falsely claimed that mail-in ballots were less secure and part of a plan to rig the election against him and Republicans, generally. Supporters of Trump then repeated these claims, driving a false narrative of voter fraud. Experts analyzed social media and found a massive 3.1 million mentions of disinformation about voting by mail between January 2020 and September 2020. Election disinformation is spread before, during, and after Election Day. The 2020 false voter fraud narrative fed a post-election false narrative that the election was “stolen” from Trump (i.e., Trump’s “Big Lie”), giving energy to the so-called Stop the Steal movement and the deadly January 6 insurrection. These false narratives persist today, undermining public confidence in future elections and being used as justification for new voter suppression laws in states around the nation.

**Section 2** details current federal and state laws regulating election disinformation—voting rights, campaign finance, communications, consumer protection, media literacy, and privacy laws—and the shortcomings of current laws. These laws are tools we must use to thwart election disinformation efforts. A primary purpose of election disinformation is to suppress and sometimes intimidate voters. Federal law and laws in nearly every state contain provisions explicitly prohibiting voter intimidation, with many of these laws being rightly interpreted as prohibiting election disinformation. A handful of states have enacted laws explicitly prohibiting knowingly disseminating materially false information about the time, place, or manner of elections with the intent to impede voting. Such laws play an important role in fighting election disinformation and should be widely enacted and enforced.

Several other bodies of law are also critically important to combating election disinformation. Strong campaign finance disclosure laws can shine the light of publicity on those seeking to undermine our elections from the shadows. Federal communications law provides digital platforms with legal protections to moderate content online without fear of liability and directly impact election disinformation. Consumer protection laws can protect us from deceptive data collection and data security breaches and have been used to punish some who have contributed to the spread of disinformation. State media literacy laws can help people build the skills necessary to discern
fact from opinion and fiction, news from infotainment, and real information from disinformation. And state privacy laws can protect personal data to prevent bad actors from precision targeting of election disinformation. All of these laws can play a part in effectively regulating and deterring election disinformation.

Section 3 describes the civic integrity policies of some of the largest social media companies, the policies Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have put in place to address abuses of their platforms for the dissemination of election disinformation. Across all these platforms, content that is misleading about how to participate in elections is actionable and should be removed, including misleading information about the date or time or requirements to participate in an election and statements advocating for violence because of voting, voter registration, the administration, or outcome of an election.

Unfortunately, current civic integrity policies have significant loopholes that have allowed content contributing to voter suppression and election disinformation to remain on social media platforms. Part of the problem is frequent changes to civic integrity policies. For example, during the 2020 election cycle, Facebook changed its election-related misinformation policies 21 times, Twitter changed its policies 16 times, and YouTube changed its policies 12 times. Most of these changes involved adding, subsequently rolling back, and then reinstating new rules concerning key issues like mail-in voting fraud or false victory claims. Another problem is a lack of transparency regarding how well these policies were enforced and their impact on election misinformation. Making matters worse, Facebook and Twitter have now rolled back policies they put in place during 2020 and stopped enforcing existing policies to the degree they did during the 2020 election cycle. Our research shows that there are many pieces of content being left on the platform that would have been taken down months ago. Social media platforms must take additional steps to strengthen their policies on combating content designed to undermine our democracy.

Finally, Section 4 identifies gaps in current laws and policies that have allowed election disinformation to flourish and recommends reforms to better enable us to fight back against election disinformation.

Federal and State Voting Rights Reforms

The single most important tool to stop election disinformation is a statute prohibiting knowingly disseminating materially false information regarding the time, place, or manner of elections or the qualifications or restrictions on voter eligibility, with the intent to impede voting. While the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and some state law enforcement agencies have interpreted existing civil rights laws, specifically those prohibiting voter intimidation or interference, as applying to election disinformation via social media platforms, this application of the law has not yet been thoroughly tested in courts. Congress and state legislatures should remove any doubt by enacting statutes prohibiting such false election speech, with both criminal and private civil remedies and a mandate that the government corrects materially false election information.

Federal and State Campaign Finance Reforms

Congress and state legislatures must update campaign finance disclosure laws for the digital age. Strong campaign finance disclosure laws are key to curbing the harmful impacts of election
disinformation. Unfortunately, federal campaign finances laws and the laws of most states are out-of-date, lacking clear mandates and guidance for “paid for by” disclaimers on digital advertising, and effective provisions shining a light on money transferred between groups to evade disclosure.

**Federal and State Privacy Law Reforms**

*Congress should pass comprehensive data privacy legislation* to protect consumers from the abusive collection, use, and sharing of personal data. At a minimum, federal legislation should (1) require companies to minimize the data they collect; (2) prohibit predatory and discriminatory data practices on the basis of protected characteristics with respect to access to credit, housing, education, employment, and public accommodations; (3) provide for fairness in automated decision-making; (4) grant a private right of action to allow consumers to sue companies that violate their privacy rights; and (5) define permissible and impermissible uses for collecting, sharing, and using personal data.

*State legislatures should pass comprehensive consumer privacy laws similar to the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) of 2018 to provide consumers with the right to know about the personal information a business collects about them, the right to delete personal information collected from them, the right to opt out of the sale of their personal information, the right to nondiscrimination for exercising their CCPA rights, and the right for consumers to sue businesses for certain data breaches. And states should go further than the CCPA by including privacy legislation requirements that limit what data entities can collect and how that data can be used, as well as civil rights protections that ensure fairness in both automated decision-making and prohibitions on the use of personal data to discriminate on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, familial status, biometric information, or lawful source of income, as well as a robust private right of action for consumers whose rights are violated.*

**State Media Literacy Law Reforms**

*State legislatures should experiment with best practices around media literacy* and hold convenings with organizations like PEN America that are already engaged in the issue and offering media literacy training to the public to put together a set of agreed-upon principles on which to develop legislation.

**Federal Media Law Reforms**

*Congress should enact legislation strengthening local media and protecting public access to high-quality information about government, public safety, public health, economic development, and local culture,* such as the Future of Local News Act, which would create a committee to study the state of local journalism and offer recommendations to Congress.

*Congress should pass legislation to protect researchers’ and watchdog journalists’ access to social media data,* enabling researchers to study social media platform practices without fear of interference or retaliation from social media companies.
Congress should pass legislation to prohibit online platform discriminatory algorithms and to create greater transparency about how these algorithms operate.

**Federal and State Executive and Regulatory Agency Reforms**

The **White House must play a leading role in combating election disinformation**, including by issuing an executive order directing federal agencies with enforcement, rule-making, and investigatory authorities to use these capabilities in combating election disinformation. The White House should also create a federal interagency task force that would identify tools to combat election disinformation and harmful online speech. **Governors in states around the nation should likewise lead efforts to combat election disinformation on the state level.**

The **DOJ and state law enforcement agencies** should use all existing statutory and regulatory tools (e.g., existing anti-voter intimidation laws) to more aggressively prosecute those who use disinformation to intimidate voters and interfere with their voting rights.

The **Federal Trade Commission should expand the scope of its rule-making and enforcement practices** to more effectively regulate unfair and deceptive commercial data practices and conduct workshops and issue informal guidance on how social media platforms can provide greater transparency in their content moderation practices.

The **Federal Election Commission and state election agencies** should better use all available rule-making and enforcement authority to implement effective campaign finance disclosure requirements for online political advertising.

**Social Media Corporation Policy Reforms**

While self-regulation will never alone be sufficient, **social media companies must do a better job curbing the spread of disinformation by strengthening their policies** around combating content designed to undermine our democracy. We make specific recommendations in this report for how social media companies can improve their efforts to provide users with authoritative information regarding voting and elections, reduce the spread and amplification of election disinformation, and provide greater transparency concerning their content moderation policies and practices.

Democracy depends on free and fair elections. Together, we must educate ourselves, demand rigorous enforcement of existing laws to stop election disinformation, and pass new laws to protect our right to vote and to stop a small faction from sabotaging our elections.
INTRODUCTION

For nearly two decades, Common Cause has been monitoring and working to stop election disinformation. As the volume and sophistication of online disinformation have risen in recent years, so too has Common Cause Education Fund’s commitment to monitoring and stopping the disinformation.

Throughout the 2020 election cycle, Common Cause Education Fund trained thousands of volunteers, who contributed tens of thousands of hours searching for election disinformation in their own social media networks. We also hired experienced staff and contractor disinformation analysts who monitored the more extreme communities and social media platforms. Through this work, we created a database of election disinformation. We led an Anti-Disinformation Working Group of the Election Protection coalition and trained dozens of partner voter protection groups in how to monitor, analyze, and take action on election disinformation, which was particularly critical for language access (including Spanish, Haitian Creole, Arabic, and Asian and Pacific Islander languages). Last, we opened up a public “tip line” for disinformation reports at ReportDisinfo.org.

Our in-house analyst reviewed disinformation reports from all these sources daily, documenting and cataloging them in our database, which was shared with our voter protection partners. Our analyst identified which posts were likely to be “actioned” by the social media companies based on their civic integrity policies and reported these posts to the companies, resulting in over 300 actions (labels, removals, and banning of accounts). Unfortunately, the posts on which the companies took action were only a fraction of the 3,000+ problematic election disinformation posts we added to our database, which either were not actioned when reported or were outside the companies’ narrow rules for taking action.

Requesting removal from the social media platforms was just one of our program’s interventions on election disinformation. We were in constant communication with more than 40 voter protection organizations, alerting them to disinformation threats and providing resources, including messaging and “inoculation” content to “pre-bunk” disinformation. We secured a partnership with PolitiFact to issue fact-checks on dubious social media content and worked with messaging experts and creative designers to make educational social media content for use by the Election Protection coalition. Volunteers and staff of Common Cause Education Fund and partner organizations likewise posted accurate voting and election information on social media through the Election Protection network—including answering questions raised by voters on their own social media posts (e.g., polling place hours, locations, rules, and regulations). We logged over 6,000 of these “voter assistance” posts (see Figure 1).
Our election disinformation monitoring and analysis program has continued during the 2021 “off-year” elections, and we are preparing for 2022. Our focus was (and remains) on nonpartisan election disinformation or “cyber suppression”—i.e., mis- and disinformation that could prevent voters from participating in the election and/or undermine their faith in the integrity of the electoral process. We identify and take action on disinformation from both Democrats and Republicans, left-leaning posts and right-leaning posts. However, when volunteers find disinformation about a specific candidate (e.g., disinformation about a candidate’s policies, personal history, or activities), we do not catalogue or take action on the candidate-specific disinformation. Doing so would not only stretch our capacity far beyond our limits but also require us to wade into matters that are often more subjective and partisan, in tension with our strict nonpartisanship policy. Candidates and parties are better suited to handle candidate-specific disinformation and typically dedicate resources to doing so.10

This report is built on decades of experience monitoring and responding to election disinformation. **Section 1** provides an overview of election disinformation, explaining what it is, how it’s being spread, and who is spreading it. Understanding the threat of election disinformation is the first step toward eliminating the threat. **Section 2** details current federal and state laws regulating election disinformation—voting rights, campaign finance, communications, consumer protection, media literacy, and privacy laws. These laws are tools we must use to thwart election disinformation efforts. **Section 3** describes the civic integrity policies of some of the largest social media companies, the policies Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have put in place to address abuses of their platforms for the dissemination of election disinformation. Finally, **Section 4** identifies gaps in current laws and policies that have allowed election disinformation to flourish and recommends reforms to better enable us to fight back against election disinformation.
SECTION 1: ELECTION DISINFORMATION OVERVIEW

What Is Election Disinformation?

Broadly, election disinformation refers to intentional attempts to use false information to affect the participation of voters in elections. There is a long history of tactics used to disenfranchise voters, and our previous reports detail how flyers, billboards, and other offline tactics are used to tell voters incorrect information that could prevent them from participating in an election. These reports also highlighted some of the emerging online digital tactics used to spread election disinformation, including email, the web, and Facebook, which were just gaining mainstream popularity.

Our earlier reports make clear that as communication methods and channels mature, malign actors adopt them in the service of election disinformation and voter suppression. In the present era, widely adopted social media, where anyone can be a publisher of content, often anonymously or semi-anonymously, has become the most effective communication method of election disinformation. Although purveyors of election disinformation are not limited to social media, where about half of us find our news, they have aggressively adopted the medium.

For nearly two decades, Common Cause Education Fund has been monitoring and working to combat election disinformation through our Election Protection coalition. We witnessed a steady rise of disinformation online in 2016 and 2018, and then a veritable explosion of voting-related disinformation throughout the 2020 election cycle.

Types of Information Disorder

![Figure 2: Three types of information disorder. Credit: Claire Wardle and Hossein Derakshan, 2017](image-url)
“Information disorder” is an emerging term of art used by researchers and media experts that encompasses three related terms (see Figure 2):

- **Disinformation** is content that is false (even if it contains some truth) and deliberately created to harm a person, social group, organization, or country.

- **Misinformation** is false information, but it is differentiated from disinformation by lacking an intent to harm any person, group, or organization.

- **Malinformation** is content that is accurate but is intentionally manipulated to cause harm, including voter suppression or voter confusion.

These terms can be accurately applied to individual pieces of content (a flyer, poster, billboard, text, phone call, or social media post) but also encompass entire narratives (a sequence of pieces of content knitted together that creates a stronger and lasting impact, often referencing previous pieces of content—e.g., Donald Trump’s “Big Lie”). Voting and elections are threatened by individual pieces of content and narratives that fit within each of these three categories of information disorder.

**Misinformation**

Misinformation is false information, but it is differentiated from disinformation by lacking an intent to harm any person, group, or organization. While it is less intentional, it can be equally harmful. Examples of misinformation include inaccuracies in dates or statistics or incorrectly identified photo captions. Anyone encountering the misinformation could believe it and draw conclusions from it, even if the content provider was not intending to misinform them.

One common misinformation narrative we encountered during the 2020 elections included a widely shared meme that has appeared in multiple election cycles that encourages voters to use “two stamps” when mailing back their absentee ballot under the (false) theory that the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) will ensure delivery or otherwise prioritize your absentee ballot (see Figure 3). This is misinformation. The USPS stated it would deliver election mail, even if postage is required, without that postage. While unintentional, this misinformation perpetuated a negative view of the USPS and its ability to manage mail-in ballots and thereby suppress voting. While impression data is not available from social media platforms, some of the content we saw received thousands of shares, and several news organizations, including Reuters, USA Today, and PolitiFact responded with fact-checks. Requiring postage for returning voted ballots by mail is a known barrier to voter participation: not everyone has stamps at home, acquiring stamps required potential exposure to COVID during the early stages of the pandemic, and singular stamps are less likely to be available than entire books or packages (which cost more). A voter who believes two stamps are necessary to submit their mail-in ballot but doesn’t have access to two stamps may choose not to vote at all. The now-pending Freedom to Vote Act would amend federal law to make clear that no postage is required for completed ballots.

**Disinformation**

Disinformation content is false and deliberately created to harm a person, social group, organization, or country. Disinformation is deliberately and often covertly spread to influence public opinion.
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and actions, obscure or alter voting, or provide cause for outrage. Disinformation may contain some true facts, but those facts are either taken out of context or combined with falsehoods to create and support a specific intended message. An example of disinformation using true facts is when old news stories are recirculated to drive people to the wrong conclusions, such as when viral tweets claim that dumped or stolen mail contained ballots or targeted voters specifically. In one instance during the 2020 elections, the pictures that circulated—and garnered thousands of retweets—were actually from a news story two years prior. See Figure 4 where multiple users posted copycat disinformation posts with this image (successfully reaching a massive audience).
Common examples of disinformation when it comes to voting and elections include the following:

- Wrong election date, often specific to one group (e.g., “Democrats vote on Wednesday” when the election is on a Tuesday)
- Bogus election rules, often specific to one group (e.g., during the 2016 election numerous social media posts falsely claimed that you could “text your vote” for Hillary Clinton)
- Voter intimidation (e.g., claims that by voting you may put yourself in danger because of the presence of police, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, military, or vigilantes)
- Untrue claims about election integrity/security (e.g., false claims that vote by mail is not secure, false claims that the election process was being rigged or altered)
- Untrue claims post-election about results (e.g., “The Big Lie” false claim that the 2020 election was “stolen” from Trump)

Malinformation

Malinformation is content that is accurate but is intentionally manipulated to cause harm. This includes misrepresenting the context of a true news story, doxing (releasing personal information like addresses and phone numbers of an individual online to intimidate them), or selectively leaking correspondence. There are multiple ways malinformation negatively impacts voting and elections.
One common use of malinformation is “doxing.” “Doxing” is the practice of publishing an individual’s personal information online in an effort to intimidate or harass them. After the 2018 midterm elections, when some Florida counties were delayed in reporting the totals of a recount in a very close election, multiple users posted the personal contact information (including home address) of two Florida elections officials while votes were still being cast. The officials were both women of color, and the posts appeared on Facebook pages, including “Confederate Resistance” (which has the Confederate Flag and an image of a gun-holding soldier in its banner).

Malinformation—particularly doxing of elections officials—poses a significant challenge to holding free and fair elections. Election officials are receiving threats and abuse for helping to administer our democracy, fueled by the conspiracy theories that social media platforms allow to thrive through their inaction. Voters, elections officials, poll workers, and volunteer poll monitors have all found themselves as targets of doxing, making our elections more dangerous to participate in, particularly for women and people of color. In one example, Trump and his allies spread conspiracies about election workers in Fulton County, Georgia, claiming that election worker Shaye Moss and her mother Ruby Freeman were involved in a plot to add fraudulent ballots to the count. In Trump’s phone call to the Georgia secretary of state urging him to alter the results, he brought up the women, who were the targets of months of threats and harassment. This was all part of what Trump supporters referred to as “Suitcasegate”—their false belief that Fulton County election workers smuggled in fraudulent ballots in suitcases. Other election workers have had to go into hiding, reporting death threats and stalking. A recent survey showed that 1 in 5 election workers have reported receiving threats, and 1 in 3 have felt unsafe at work, all as a consequence of election disinformation.

When elections workers and volunteers are attacked by partisans, it is more likely that only partisans themselves will take the role of administering our elections, which threatens the integrity of elections.

**When Is Disinformation Spread?**

Election disinformation is spread before, during, and after Election Day.

In the spring of 2020, before voting began, former president Donald Trump and his campaign promoted disinformation falsely, claiming that mail-in ballots were less secure and part of a plan to rig the election against him and Republicans more generally. Junk websites like the Gateway Pundit and Breitbart, as well as Fox News, promote stories of election dysfunction and isolated incidents of voter malfeasance that drive a false narrative of voter fraud, even outside of election periods. Experts analyzed social media between January 2020 and September 2020 and found a massive 3.1 million mentions of disinformation about voting by mail.

With the recent growth in the use of vote-by-mail options and early voting, the active voting “election period” is longer now than in years past. Disinformation spreaders often attack during this longer voting period. During the September 2021 California gubernatorial recall election, which had universal vote by mail (where all registered voters are automatically mailed ballots), during the time that ballots were in mailboxes, Fox News host Tomi Lahren falsely claimed that “the only” thing that will defeat the recall is “voter fraud.” Republican candidate Larry Elder made claims of likely voter fraud in the run-up to the election, even creating a website that indicated that the election was rigged while voting was still underway.
In the period after the election concludes and is called by the mainstream media, an increasing number of losers of contests have begun to use claims of a rigged election or unfounded claims of voter fraud to avoid accepting defeat. In the 2019 Kentucky gubernatorial election, after the race was called for his opponent, defeated Gov. Matt Bevin made repeated claims (without evidence) of a rigged election. In the 2020 elections, after the race was called for Joe Biden, Donald Trump’s claims of voter fraud and a rigged election were amplified throughout social media and mainstream media—Fox News, on its own, made nearly 800 statements that cast doubt on the results of the election in just two weeks after its own news desk called the election for Biden. These lies gave energy to the so-called Stop the Steal movement that galvanized support for the deadly January 6 insurrection.

Unfortunately, significant damage can occur through the amplification of election disinformation year-round. Disinformation efforts not only serve to undermine the legitimacy of the last election but also to lay a foundation of doubt regarding the next election and the integrity of our government, generally. With perpetual campaigns, some politicians continue disseminating election disinformation to keep their donors giving and their names in headlines. Donald Trump, for example, raised more than $100 million peddling lies in the first six months of 2021 and continues to tease another run for president in 2024. Some individuals looking to build a following on social media use disinformation to harness the natural outrage we feel about unfairness—especially when it comes to our democracy and our voice in who is elected to lead us.

Disturbingly, from the perspective of social media companies, disinformation is good for business year-round because it drives engagement and use of the platform (which can be monetized by ads and data gathering). Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen told 60 Minutes that “Facebook’s own research shows that it amplifies hate, misinformation, and political unrest,” and that the company prioritizes profit over the public good. Unfortunately, in our current political, media and regulatory frameworks, there is very little to be lost and few systems of accountability that can prevent or hold accountable bad actors or the platforms they use to spread their messages. As a result, we now have a constant, 24/7, year-round public conversation on social media and in the mainstream media anchored with the false narratives of widespread voter fraud and a rigged election. Election disinformation is always in season.

How Is Disinformation Spread?

Disinformation is spread through a variety of communications channels and changes as technology advances. Prior to the widespread adoption of the world wide web and social media, most election disinformation was spread through flyers, billboards, and phone calls. The following are the most-used communications channels for the spread of disinformation today.
Websites and Media Outlets

Junk websites are frequent purveyors of disinformation. PolitiFact’s “Junk News Almanac” in November 2017 listed over 300 websites that frequently share mis- and disinformation. But even legitimate websites and media outlets can send mis- or disinformation to voters. Even the most trusted sources of election information sometimes contain misinformation. For example, in the primary elections in New Hampshire in September 2020, at least two county websites stated incorrect information about the acceptance of absentee ballots by election workers at polling places.

Search Engines

A disinformation narrative can take root or spread when users see search engine results for search queries. Google’s search engine will return content from junk websites, although Google’s recommendation algorithm will often surface more trustworthy sources first. However, even before users click on content that Google’s results surface during their search, there are additional opportunities for election disinformation. In 2020, Common Cause researched how search engines responded to a set of voting-related queries and found multiple occasions where search results contained incorrect voting information (e.g., “online voting”) or phrases that indicated a disinformation narrative surfaced by scammers or those attempting to suppress the vote.

For example, at the bottom of every page of results, Google shows a “related searches” panel (see Figure 5). This panel shows keywords or phrases that other users who searched for the same term also requested. For example, if many users search for “voting” followed by “register to vote,” “register to vote” might show up as a related search for “voting.” Google’s “related searches” feature can steer users toward misinformation.

This “related searches” feature can have a significant impact on the user experience. One market research firm found that 18% of searches involve the user changing the search query before they click on any results and speculated that Google promotes related searches to target such users.

As one troubling example, we found that Google searches for “vote,” “how to vote,” and “voting” all directed users to related searches about online voting, such as “vote online,” “how to vote online,” and “online voting website.”

Encouraging people to vote online—an option that generally

![Figure 5: Searches related to “voting” shown in Arizona.](image)
doesn’t exist in the United States for the voting public— is a known scam and form of disinformation designed to keep people away from the real polls. Disinformation asserting that voters can cast their ballots via text messages or the web plagues modern elections.

Another area of concern is Google’s “autocomplete” feature, which matches the characters that a user has typed into the search bar with previous searches that start with those characters. Autocomplete is different from related searches in that autocomplete attempts to predict how a user will finish a query. According to Google, the search engine turns off the autocomplete feature when the query cannot be reliably matched with related content, when the predictions contain sexual or other policy-violating content, or when a user has previously reported a prediction as inappropriate. Google has a special rule against autocomplete predictions that could affect election integrity.

We don’t allow predictions that could be interpreted as a position for or against any candidate or political party, nor which could be interpreted as claims about the participation in or integrity of the electoral process.

On September 10, 2020, Google clarified that this ban extends to search predictions that suggest donating to a particular candidate or that discuss election processes or requirements, whether they are accurate or not.

However, we found numerous autocomplete suggestions that appear to violate Google’s rules (see Figure 6). For example, the third suggestion when we typed “ballot” into a clean instance of Google was “ballot harvesting,” a loaded term that has been used by Trump and others to raise suspicions about the practice of ballot collection (i.e., when a person other than the voter collects a completed absentee ballot to drop off).

Existing research finds that a majority of internet users trust Google to provide them with accurate information and that the way Google presents information has the potential to sway public opinion. A 2015 study found that changing the order of search results had a statistically significant impact on undecided voters’ candidate preferences. The authors of the study noted that the “impact of such manipulations would be especially large in countries dominated by a single search engine company,” like the United States, where Google’s market share approaches 90%.

Common Cause engaged in dialogue with Google about these examples, and the company pledged to take action where it identified that our research showed examples that were against its terms of service.

One additional way search results can harm voters is through scam advertisements. Research by the Tech Transparency Project found “search terms like ‘register to vote,’ ‘vote by mail,’ and ‘where is my polling place’ generated ads linking to websites that charge bogus fees for voter registration, harvest user data, or plant unwanted software on people’s browsers.” After Google pledged to correct this issue, Common Cause collaborated with the Tech Transparency Project and found examples that the problem persisted. This highlights the need for watchdogs and ongoing monitoring of different vectors where disinformation can spread.
In October 2020, the Washington Post reported that registered Democratic Party voters in four states received threatening emails from unknown actors using the Proud Boys domain that took advantage of information from voter files to harass voters. The emails reportedly targeted Democratic voters in swing states and told them to change their votes to Trump, or “we will come after you.” The emails were reported in Florida, Arizona, Pennsylvania, and Alaska. The Proud Boys denied involvement, pointing to the unsecured status of the domain as evidence that other provocateurs may have hijacked it. The FBI later reported that these emails were the work of Iranian intelligence.
Robocalls

Robocalls (i.e., automated telephone calls that deliver recorded messages) are still used to spread disinformation, in part because they can target individual voters—or segments of voters. On August 27, 2020, Michigan’s secretary of state tweeted a notice that Detroit voters were receiving robocalls purporting to be from Jack Burkman and Jacob Wohl of “The 1599 Project” and posted a link to a YouTube audio recording of the call. The robocall tells recipients that voting by mail will enter their information into a public database that “will be used by police departments to track down old warrants,” be used to “collect outstanding debts,” and enlist people into a mandatory vaccine program from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The call then warns people not to give their information to “the Man.”

Soon after these Michigan robocalls were made public, reports surfaced of the same robocalls being made to voters in Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. The two men cited in the call were known for their history of attempting to entrap public officials with bizarre schemes. The attorney general and secretary of state in Michigan announced an inquiry into the source of the calls. On August 24, 2021, the Federal Communications Commission proposed a $5 million fine to the perpetrators.

Text Messages

Similar to robocalls, text messages can be sent directly to individual voters via phone numbers and automated by computers. Text messages are also important disinformation vectors from individuals who, of their own volition, want to share disinformation with their contacts. Text messages are private communication, and most cellphone carriers, because of privacy concerns, cannot or will not actively monitor or interfere with users’ text messages. This can make it more difficult to combat disinformation.

Some social media platforms, like WhatsApp, operate similarly to text messages—they are confidential and encrypted, one-to-one (or group) messages where only the receiver can view them. Similar to text messages, it is possible to send unsolicited messages on WhatsApp and similar platforms. However, most of the disinformation spread on WhatsApp in the 2020 election appears to have come from within a “group” of contacts, not from an outside interloper.

Social Media

More than 70% of U.S. residents use social media, and half of the adults in the United States “often” or “sometimes” get their news from social media. With this increasing adoption of social media by voters, social media has become a critical vector for election disinformation. Social media is a broad category that creates multiple vectors for disinformation to spread, and the ways different social media platforms work create different challenges and opportunities to combat disinformation. Disinformation proliferates on social media. Global human rights group Avaaz found that just a small group of disinformation spreaders are responsible for a large portion of election and voting disinformation online, spawning millions
of interactions around false and misleading stories." The Jacobs Technion-Cornell Institute at Cornell Tech found 7.6 million tweets and 25.6 million retweets from 2.6 million users that included key terms relating to voter fraud spanning from October 23 to December 16, 2020. The spread of election disinformation via social media platforms is a huge and growing problem.

Some social media platforms, like Twitter, are “open.” That is, most users can see most of the content. While some users on Twitter choose to keep their content private, and there are private “direct messages,” most Twitter content is available to any user, can be searched and found, and has the potential to find its way into the “feed” of any user. YouTube and (generally) Instagram also fit into this category (see Figure 7).

Some social media platforms, like WhatsApp, are “closed” and content is sent (and seen) by specific groups of users, not everyone on the platform. While WhatsApp allows group chats, you cannot search for content across the platform in the way you can with Twitter currently. NextDoor is another “closed” platform where most of the content posted there can only be seen by users in the specific neighborhood they reside in or in neighboring areas (see Figure 8). Other posts on NextDoor can be public posts, but the majority are location specific.
Many social media platforms are a hybrid. Facebook, the platform with the largest user base in the United States, is a hybrid with both open and closed content. Open content on Facebook consists of posts by users on their own profile or page (as long as they are set to be publicly viewable). Closed content on Facebook includes not only direct messages but also groups. Groups have been growing in importance on Facebook. Between February 2017 and April 2019, active users of Facebook groups grew from 100 million people to 400 million people. Groups have many different privacy settings, but often their content is “private”—that is, only the users of those groups can see that content (though it appears through the main “news stream” of content when they log into Facebook). The upshot is that while some Facebook content is public (and searchable if, and only if, you have access to their CrowdTangle tool), that search will return only a portion of the content on the platform.

Telegram is another hybrid, combining encrypted one-on-one instant messaging, public posts (one-way broadcasts), and both public and private groups. Telegram is most similar to WhatsApp in appearance and messaging functions but has channels where users can broadcast one-way posts, as well as capabilities for massive group chats in these channels. Posts on public groups can be forwarded to other channels and users. Because of these features and the encryption it
provides, Telegram has been a vital tool to organize against authoritarian rulers. Recently, Telegram has been used by many right-wing activists and white supremacists in the United States (see Figure 9).

A core tenet of social media is that users can create content that is seen, immediately, by other users. This means that any social media platform or user-generated content platform is a potential vector for election disinformation. Throughout our Stopping Cyber Suppression program, our monitoring efforts found mis- and disinformation on mainstream platforms like Facebook and Twitter, and on platforms with smaller user bases like NextDoor. We even found an example of election disinformation on the online tag function of the companion app to the Peloton exercise company (see Figure 10). Peloton later banned the use of the “Stop the Steal” tags.

Only the social media companies themselves have full access to the content and therefore are the only ones who would conclusively know how much election disinformation appeared on their platforms. A report from Stanford University found disinformation in the 2020 elections across multiple platforms.

Figure 9: Telegram. This is an example of how Trump uses other social media networks to continue to spread his disinformation about 2020.

Figure 10: Peloton
Facebook, as the social media platform with the largest user base in the United States (and worldwide), is the most important platform when it comes to preventing the spread of disinformation. According to Facebook’s own reporting, between March 1 and November 2, 2020, Facebook applied some kind of label or warning to 180 million posts that shared election mis- or disinformation and removed 265,000 pieces of content for breaking the company’s rules against voter interference (see Figure 11).\(^7\)

![Facebook post](image)

*Figure 11: Facebook. Here, a filing from a vote suppression group is used as proof of “voter fraud.”*

YouTube is owned by Google and is one of the most popular online platforms in the United States, used by seven-in-ten Americans including 26% of U.S. adults who get news there.\(^7\) YouTube hosted videos that promoted election disinformation that had significant views: one study showed that YouTube was a key vector for disinformation used on other platforms, where Twitter users would tweet out disinformation-filled YouTube videos.\(^7\) An independent analysis of YouTube videos revealed that during the week of November 3, 2020, videos supporting the false claim of widespread election fraud were viewed more than 138 million times.\(^7\) YouTube’s ability to grow a large audience quickly has helped spread election disinformation narratives. A group of pro-Trump channels connected to the far-right newspaper *Epoch Times* that launched on November 10, 2020, grew to 200,000 subscribers and 11 million views in less than two months with videos that contained election disinformation.\(^7\)
From September to December 9, 2020, YouTube claimed to have removed “8000 channels and thousands of harmful and misleading elections-related videos for violating our existing policies.” While YouTube also pledged to disallow any “content alleging widespread fraud or errors changed the outcome of a historical U.S. Presidential election,” research found that many election disinformation videos remained on the platform (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12: YouTube. In this video, a woman running for secretary of state claims votes were stolen in the California recall based on the experiences of the man interviewed.](image)

Twitter has fewer users than Facebook and YouTube but maintains an important place in the rapid sharing and spreading of election disinformation. Most tweets are public and can be easily searched. And Twitter’s application programming interface, which opens Twitter's data and functionality to external third parties, is accessible to social media monitoring tools and researchers, making it much easier for independent researchers (and Common Cause’s Social Media Monitoring volunteers) to find and report disinformation. Twitter released a report that claimed it labeled 300,000 tweets containing “disputed and potentially misleading” information about the election between October 27 and November 11, 2020. Twitter has not released any additional reports (see Figure 13).

TikTok, a popular video app, also took measures against election disinformation. Despite reporting in February 2021 the removal of over 300,000 videos for election disinformation, it continues to surface videos to users that contain false claims (see Figure 14). TikTok boasts up to one billion monthly users, and videos posted by users and surfaced to audiences via the algorithmic For You Page can receive thousands of views and shares before they are removed, even with a robust enforcement policy that acts to take them down within hours.
Rumble is a video platform where users upload videos that can be monetized and licensed. Rumble is now the home of many viral right-wing disinformation videos, such as Steve Bannon’s Pandemic War Room show, which has almost 600,000 subscribers and frequently posts clips making false claims about the 2020 presidential election (see Figure 15). Analyses of Rumble show that it surfaces QAnon and conspiracy content to users at rates higher than accurate and
factual information, exposing its millions of monthly users to disinformation on a variety of subjects. According to one analysis, searching the word "election" on the platform led to two times the amount of disinformation as correct information.83

Who Is Spreading Election Disinformation and Why?

Few who intentionally spread election disinformation would publicize this fact because the behavior is sometimes illegal and always despicable. The ability of individuals to anonymously spread election disinformation is part of the problem—and strengthening transparency laws as recommended later in this report is part of the solution. Nevertheless, here is what we know about those spreading election disinformation in recent years.

Both foreign and domestic actors have used—and likely will continue to use—election disinformation. During the 2016 elections, the Russian Internet Research Agency created numerous posts on multiple social media platforms. According to the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, this foreign interference was "at the direction of the Kremlin" and created social media content in support of then-candidate Trump and against Hillary Clinton.84 In particular, the content was "principally aimed at African-Americans in key metropolitan areas."85 Russian disinformation efforts included the use of the Facebook page Blacktivist, which purported to be a Black empowerment page and garnered 11.2 million engagements with Facebook users.

Russian disinformation efforts included the use of the Facebook page Blacktivist, which purported to be a Black empowerment page and garnered 11.2 million engagements with Facebook users.86 Both advertisement and organic (non-ad) content was published through this program. This Russian social media content was designed to drive divisions between voters and cause general political instability in the United States, a tactic that differed from more direct efforts to disenfranchise voters used by some other purveyors of election disinformation.87

Whereas Russia’s 2016 election interference exploited fissures between U.S. social groups, foreign interference by Russia and others in our 2020 election primarily entailed amplifying existing election disinformation narratives created by other bad actors, including then-president Donald Trump. As noted previously, intimidating emails sent to voters in 2020 purported to be from the white supremacist Proud Boys organization, but the Department of Homeland Security investigated and accused Iran of producing them.88 Russian media in 2020 capitalized on the false narratives Trump and others spread about a “rigged” election and vote by mail in particular.89 A report from the director of National Intelligence found that in the 2020 elections, Iran and Russia “spread false or inflated claims about alleged compromises of voting systems to undermine public confidence in election processes and results.”90 These were the same claims that domestic malign actors—including then-president Donald Trump and his party—were actively spreading.

Notwithstanding some foreign involvement in the spread of election disinformation in the United States, the vast majority of election disinformation that plagues our politics appears to originate with and is amplified by domestic sources.
A number of social scientists are working to understand the psychology behind individuals spreading disinformation. In our observations, gleaned from over 15,000 volunteer hours spent monitoring social media for mis- and disinformation during the 2020 election cycle, we have found that election misinformation is often spread by those sincerely attempting to be helpful in a climate of uncertainty and distrust (particularly when it came to the USPS and its ability to manage vote by mail in the 2020 elections) and disinformation is spread by individuals with partisan goals, including intraparty contests, like the Democratic Presidential Primary (see Figure 16).

In an age of hyperpartisanship, spreading election disinformation can both serve to attack your political opponents and show that you are aligned with other members of your political tribe. Election disinformation—in particular, the narrative of a rigged election and pervasive voter fraud committed by Democrats—existed long before the rise of Donald Trump but now has become party orthodoxy. You can signal that you are a Trump-supporting “MAGA Republican” (an acronym for Trump’s campaign slogan “Make America Great Again”) by spreading stories that reinforce a narrative (however false) about a political system rigged against other MAGA Republicans. This creates a negative feedback loop of distrust in government and elections: a September 2021 poll showed that 78% of Republicans believe that Joe Biden did not win the presidency. Numerous states and counties are proceeding with sham ballot reviews—even in areas where Trump won decisively. Among 15 Republican candidates currently running for secretary of state in five battleground states, 10 have “either declared that the 2020 election was stolen or called for their state’s results to be invalidated or further investigated.”

Election disinformation is spread by activists and candidates in the same way that political messaging and issue priorities used to be.

While disinformation is spread by a large number of social media platform users, highly influential accounts and pages matter most, as the social media algorithms are more likely to promote content created by a user with a large following. These algorithms have empowered a small number of disinformation “superspreaders” to instigate the bulk of disinformation about COVID-19. There are a few accounts with strong influence on social media that made the biggest contributions to spreading disinformation, and they are almost exclusively conservative. For example, Douglass Mackey, who the New York Times describes as a “far-right Twitter troll” and “right-wing
provocateur" with nearly 60,000 Twitter followers, is currently being prosecuted by the DOJ for spreading election disinformation in the weeks leading up to the 2016 presidential general election and seems to have been driven by partisan and anti-Black racist motives. Mackey’s stated goal for his Twitter disinformation campaign was to “drive up turnout with non-college whites, and limit black turnout,” with memes intended to suppress the votes of Hillary Clinton supporters.

According to the Stanford Election Integrity Partnership’s report on mis- and disinformation, “Influential accounts on the political right rarely engaged in factchecking behavior, and were responsible for the most widely spread incidents of false or misleading information in our dataset.” That included 15 “verified” Twitter accounts including Eric Trump, Donald Trump, Donald Trump Jr., and social media influencers like James O’Keefe, Tim Pool, Elijah Riot, and Sidney Powell. Similarly, an analysis by the advocacy group Avaaz concluded that Facebook missed an opportunity to dramatically limit election disinformation by acting early on a select few accounts and content. The report noted that “the top 100 false or misleading stories related to the 2020 elections” were viewed 162 million times in three months. Moreover, Avaaz researchers found that 100 of the top Facebook pages that have spread disinformation were viewed more than 10 billion times between March and October.

Wealthy conservatives with partisan motives spend big money, both directly and through “dark money” groups, to spread election disinformation. Jane Mayer, a preeminent investigative journalist for the New Yorker covering money in politics and author of the 2017 bestseller book Dark Money, recently turned her attention to the funding of election disinformation. Mayer cites the conservative Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation, with its $850 million endowment, as a major funder of recent election disinformation efforts through numerous nonprofits, including the Heritage Foundation, American Legislative Exchange Council, Honest Elections Project, Election Integrity Project California, and FreedomWorks. Mayer also cites multimillionaire founder of Overstock.com, Patrick Byrne, as a purveyor of election disinformation in the form of his film The Deep Rig, which “asserts that the 2020 Presidential election was stolen by supporters of Joe Biden, including by Antifa members who chatted about their sinister plot on a conference call.”

Some Republican politicians are also superspreaders of election disinformation, seemingly motivated by at least two factors, raising money and rationalizing new voter suppression laws—both of which will help them win future elections. As noted earlier, Donald Trump raised more than $100 million peddling the “Big Lie” in the first six months of 2021, and other Republicans have jumped on Trump’s election disinformation gravy train. The New York Times analyzed campaign finance data from the first quarter of 2021 and observed that “leaders of the effort to overturn Mr. Biden’s electoral victory have capitalized on the outrage of their supporters to collect huge sums of campaign cash,” singling out Senators Josh Hawley and Ted Cruz, and Representatives Marjorie Taylor Greene and Kevin McCarthy. The authors concluded, “Far from being punished for encouraging the [January 6] protest that turned lethal, they have thrived in a system that...
often rewards the loudest and most extreme voices, using the fury around the riot to build their political brands.\textsuperscript{108}

Relatedly, since the beginning of the year, calls for “forensic audits” of the 2020 election have gained steam as a means for Trump supporters to allegedly collect evidence of election fraud and for those in right-wing spaces to profit off of these endeavors. The most infamous of these is the recently concluded sham ballot review in Maricopa County, Arizona, which cost up to $7 million and ended up affirming a Biden victory—as expected.\textsuperscript{109} The election results in Maricopa County had been accurately counted, certified, and audited by the county, using processes that exist all around the United States to ensure the accuracy and integrity of our elections, before Arizona Senate Republican leaders launched their own Trump-inspired partisan review. In the following section, we profile the Arizona sham ballot review as a case study in election disinformation. And the “audit” push shows no signs of stopping. Ten other states are in various states of either conducting or instigating sham ballot reviews.\textsuperscript{110} The end result of these sham ballot reviews isn’t renewed confidence in elections but a calcified and further-reinforced belief on the part of Trump supporters that there is a “there” there, and to keep their attempts to undermine the election process going.

**Disinformation Case Study: Arizona Sham Ballot Review**

Late in September, national media outlets delivered expected news. A Republican-commissioned review of nearly 2.1 million ballots cast in Arizona’s November 2020 election, carried out over many months by a wholly unqualified firm known as Cyber Ninjas, was finally over and reaffirmed what we already knew: Joe Biden won Maricopa County.\textsuperscript{111} Arizona’s sham ballot review illustrates the many facets and problems of election disinformation—a perfect case study.

Veteran voting rights advocate and lawyer Ralph Neas oversaw a study of the Arizona process for the nonpartisan Century Foundation and explained that though the process was a “farce,” it may nonetheless have “extraordinary consequences.”\textsuperscript{112} Neas explained: “The Maricopa County audit exposes exactly what the Big Lie is all about. If they come up with an analysis that discredits the 2020 election results in Arizona, it will be replicated in other states, furthering more chaos. That will enable new legislation. Millions of Americans could be disenfranchised, helping Donald Trump to be elected again in 2024. That’s the bottom line. Maricopa County is the prism through which to view everything. It’s not so much about 2020—it’s about 2022 and 2024.”\textsuperscript{113}

There has been, and will continue to be, a strategic effort to spread disinformation by bad actors about the 2020 election using the Arizona Maricopa County sham ballot review process. This disinformation is being promoted and amplified through major social media platforms, including Twitter and Facebook. Bad actors point to Facebook and Twitter disinformation content as evidence of the validity of their conspiracy theories and share this content on Telegram and other spaces where they are organizing their efforts, creating an echo chamber of disinformation.

We’ve found examples of disinformation about the Arizona sham ballot review on Twitter and Facebook, but also other platforms like Telegram. QAnon influencers and audit supporters repost the @ArizonaAudit Twitter account content and other misinformation to various other platforms, ranging from Instagram to Telegram.
A large portion of online organizing and chatter surrounding the review is happening on Telegram, where users can discuss the stolen election myth without fear of violating platform policies (Telegram has no prohibition against election disinformation). A critical component of these discussions is the sharing of screenshots or original posts from Twitter. In the first example, the @ArizonaAudit tweet is shared on a popular QAnon influencer’s Instagram account (see Figure 17). In the second, an accusation about Arizona secretary of state Katie Hobbs is disseminated from Twitter into the rumor mill of Telegram (see Figure 18).

Figure 17: Instagram post of @ArizonaAudit tweet.

Figure 18: Telegram post republishing disinformation from Twitter.
Users on Twitter and Facebook are able to go viral making debunked claims\textsuperscript{115} about the Arizona audit, such as the viral claim that there were 250,000 “illegal votes” found or that databases were deleted.\textsuperscript{116}

This disinformation doesn’t stay on Twitter or Facebook—it migrates to a new home on Telegram, where users add commentary and further radicalize. As seen in Figure 19, two users are debating in a Telegram chat for the Arizona audit (that boasts 14.3k members) where to find sources. One tells the other, “it’s all over Twitter under Arizona audit.” In Figure 20, a screenshot of viral disinformation from a verified congressional candidate account is shared in the same chat. In the third example, Figure 21, a forward of yet another debunked claim\textsuperscript{117} is shared. Finally, CodeMonkeyZ (Ron Watkins, major QAnon influencer), shared Rep. Paul Gosar’s (R-AZ) claims about fraudulent Arizona votes to his 245,000 followers on Telegram (see Figure 22).

In some cases, they organize online actions, such as Twitter hashtags. For example, the hashtag #FraudVitiatesEverything is based on a saying coined by CodeMonkeyZ (Ron Watkins, major QAnon influencer), who says it as a claim that the election will be overturned due to fraud (see Figure 23).
Disinformation spreads and jumps between social media platforms regularly. And those spreading disinformation point to mainstream platforms like Facebook and Twitter to show the efficacy of their efforts. A viral tweet or Facebook post is a trophy for a disinformation spreader. Because these platforms have more mainstream users and because they have an active content moderation regime that purports to remove some kinds of disinformation, it is far more dangerous to have disinformation spread on them as they appear to have the imprimatur of truth. In particular, Facebook algorithmically amplifies content to users, even if they didn’t specifically ask to receive it, because of their recommendation engine. Facebook’s own internal research, according to documents provided by whistleblower Frances Haugen, shows that the divisive, polarizing, angry content—like election disinformation—spreads better and faster than other content. Content is shown to users through algorithmic amplification—inquiries to groups, suggested pages to follow and content promoted to users in their feed. Based on the content of the pages users follow, they will have content “pushed” to their newsfeed. According to Haugen, Facebook knows that this can lead users into an experience filled with extremist content—not from their own choosing but from simply following the recommendations of the platform.118

If election disinformation were limited to a self-selected group of conspiracy theorists, it would continue to be a problem—but a much smaller and more manageable one than the mainstreaming of disinformation currently happening on Facebook and Twitter.
SECTION 2: STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS REGULATING ELECTION DISINFORMATION

Several different bodies of law provide tools for fighting election disinformation. A primary purpose of election disinformation is to suppress and sometimes intimidate voters. Consequently, election laws prohibiting voter intimidation and false election speech play an important role in fighting election disinformation. Several other bodies of law are also critically important to the fight. Strong campaign finance disclosure laws can shine the light of publicity on those seeking to undermine our elections from the shadows and help ensure existing laws are enforced. Communications laws, consumer protection laws, media literacy laws, and privacy laws can all play a part in effectively regulating and deterring election disinformation.

Federal and state laws of all these types are detailed in the following sections, highlighting some of the presently available legal tools for stopping election disinformation. To be certain, current laws across the United States are not entirely up to the task of preventing the increasingly sophisticated election disinformation tactics that will be deployed in 2022 elections and beyond. And there’s no single “silver bullet” reform that would fix everything. But there are some important, effective laws on the books today that should be expanded to other jurisdictions and vigorously enforced. Such “best practices” are included in the final section of this report, along with other recommended reforms.

Voter Intimidation and False Election Speech Laws

Federal law and laws in nearly every state contain provisions explicitly prohibiting voter intimidation, with many of these laws being rightly interpreted as prohibiting election disinformation.

Some states have enacted laws explicitly prohibiting various types of false election-related speech—e.g., false statements about voting procedures/qualifications, candidates, incumbency, endorsements, veteran status, or ballot measure effects. In this report, we focus only on the first of these types: laws prohibiting false statements about voting procedures and qualifications such as where and when to vote. Our reasons are twofold and related to one another.

First, the veracity of statements about voting procedures and qualifications (e.g., the date of the election, the hours polls are open) is easily ascertainable, and determining such veracity can be done in an entirely nonpartisan, objective fashion. By contrast, determining the veracity of statements about a candidate (e.g., a candidate’s stance on an issue) is often more subjective, as reflected by the rating systems some prominent fact-checkers use. For example, the Poynter Institute’s PolitiFact uses a “truth-o-meter” with six grades: true, mostly true, half-true, mostly false, false, pants on fire.\(^{119}\)
Second, and relatedly, courts have for years been divided on the constitutionality of laws prohibiting false speech characterizing candidates and ballot measures, with at least two federal appellate courts in recent years striking down such laws as unconstitutionally vague and overbroad. Courts are much more likely to uphold as constitutionally permissible narrower laws prohibiting false statements about the procedures and qualifications of voting. As Professor Richard L. Hasen argued in a 2013 law review article, “The strongest case for constitutionality is a narrow law targeted at false election speech aimed at disenfranchising voters.”

The following section summarizes voter intimidation and false speech laws at the federal level and in numerous states. And the recommendations section at the end of this report identifies the best features of these laws, urging their adoption throughout the United States.

Federal Voter Intimidation and False Election Speech Laws

Federal government efforts to protect the right to vote and prevent voter intimidation date back to the period immediately following the Civil War and the creation of the DOJ in 1870 and the passage of the Ku Klux Klan Acts in 1870–71. Several federal voting rights laws relate directly to election disinformation and voter intimidation. And though the DOJ has found some forms of voter intimidation to be “difficult to prosecute” because the intimidation is “both subtle and without witnesses,” such is not the case for voter intimidation via election disinformation, which is often blatant and in full public view.

The National Voter Registration Act of 1993 makes it a crime to knowingly and willfully intimidate or threaten any person for voting, registering to vote, or aiding others to register and vote. Another federal criminal statute similarly provides that “[w]hoever intimidates, threatens, coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any other person for the purpose of interfering with the right of such other person to vote” in a federal election has committed a crime subject to fines or imprisonment. The DOJ explains that this statute “criminalizes conduct intended to force prospective voters to vote against their preferences, or refrain from voting, through activity reasonably calculated to instill some form of fear.”

Conspiracy to “injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person...in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the United States”—including the right to vote—is a felony under federal law. This criminal code provision covers voter suppression schemes, including “providing false information to the public—or a particular segment of the public—regarding the qualifications to vote, the consequences of voting in connection with citizenship status, the dates or qualifications for absentee voting, the date of an election, the hours for voting, or the correct voting precinct.”

In January 2021, the DOJ charged Twitter user Douglass Mackey (a.k.a. “Ricky Vaughn”) with violation of this statute for conspiring “to injure, oppress, threaten and intimidate persons in the free exercise and enjoyment of a right and privilege secured to them by the Constitution and laws of the United States, to wit, the right to vote.” The DOJ alleges that in the weeks leading up to the November 2016 presidential election, Mackey conspired with others to spread memes on Twitter falsely claiming that Hillary Clinton supporters could vote via text message to a specific phone number included in the memes (see Figure 24). At least 4,900 individuals attempted to vote by texting “Hillary” to the number included in the memes. The New York Times reported
that this “appeared to be the first criminal case in the country involving voter suppression through the spread of disinformation on Twitter” and that the “case will test the novel use of federal civil rights laws as a tool to hold people accountable for misinformation campaigns intended to interfere with elections.”\textsuperscript{133} The case remains pending as of this writing.

In addition to the federal criminal code provisions detailed in the preceding paragraphs, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 and other civil rights laws also prohibit disinformation activities that amount to voter intimidation or suppression. The Voting Rights Act provides that no person “shall intimidate, threaten, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate, threaten, or coerce any person for voting or attempting to vote.”\textsuperscript{134} For example, this statute was successfully relied on by the DOJ to win a consent decree in a 1990 lawsuit against the North Carolina Republican Party, which had mailed disinformation postcards to 125,000 Black voters throughout the state, incorrectly stating that recipients could not vote if they had moved within 30 days of the election and threatening criminal prosecution.\textsuperscript{135}

And as voting rights lawyer Michael Weingartner explains in a forthcoming law review article, recently, some plaintiff victims of election disinformation have turned to a provision of the Ku Klux Klan Acts that provides for an award of monetary damages to victims of conspiracies to prevent giving their “support or advocacy” to federal political candidates.\textsuperscript{136} This statute, Weingartner argues, holds promise to “redress modern voter intimidation, deter bad actors, and provide an incentive to plaintiffs to bring suit.”
State Voter Intimidation and False Election Speech Laws

The federal laws detailed earlier prohibiting voter intimidation and suppression—including some disinformation tactics—generally apply to any election with candidates for federal office on the ballot. Nearly every state, likewise, has laws prohibiting voter intimidation and suppression, applicable to elections even when no federal office candidates are on the ballot. A few states have laws explicitly regulating false election-related speech, and a few others have interpreted more general anti-intimidation laws to prohibit false election speech.

APPENDIX I summarizes the voter intimidation and false speech laws of several states. Among the best state laws worthy of emulating around the nation, Colorado law provides that no person shall knowingly or recklessly “make, publish, broadcast, or circulate or cause to be made, published, broadcasted, or circulated…any false statement designed to affect the vote on any issue submitted to the electors at any election or relating to any candidate for election to public office.” The Colorado attorney general’s guidance makes clear that disinformation tactics—including “misleading phone calls, texts, or emails to a voter”—can constitute illegal voter intimidation.

Similarly, Hawaii law provides that any person who “knowingly broadcasts, televises, circulates, publishes, distributes, or otherwise communicates…false information about the time, date, place, or means of voting with the purpose of impeding, preventing, or otherwise interfering with the free exercise of the elective franchise” has committed illegal election fraud.

And Virginia explicitly outlaws communicating to a “registered voter, by any means, false information, knowing the same to be false, intended to impede the voter in the exercise of his right to vote,” including information “about the date, time, and place of the election, or the voter’s precinct, polling place, or voter registration status, or the location of a voter satellite office or the office of the general registrar.” Importantly, Virginia law includes a private right of action for registered voters to whom such false information is communicated, enabling them to seek an “injunction, restraining order, or other order, against the person communicating such false information.”

Campaign Finance Laws

In 1933, Supreme Court Justice Lewis D. Brandeis famously wrote, “Publicity is justly commended as a remedy for social and industrial diseases. Sunlight is said to be the best of disinfectants; electric light the most efficient policeman.”

The Supreme Court cited this Brandeis quote in its 1976 seminal campaign finance law decision Buckley v. Valeo in which the Court upheld as constitutionally permissible federal campaign finance disclosure requirements. While many of those spending money to spread election disinformation prefer to hide in the shadows, knowing that disclosure of their identity would dishonor them and make clear their partisan motivations, strong campaign finance laws can force them into the light of day. The Buckley Court explained that “disclosure provides the electorate with information...in order to aid the voters in evaluating those who seek federal office” and informing voters of the “sources of a candidate’s financial support [to] alert the voter to the interests to which a candidate is most likely to be responsive[.]” Disclosure laws also “deter actual corruption and avoid the appearance of corruption by exposing large contributions and expenditures to the light of publicity.” Such exposure, the Court reasoned, “may discourage those who would use money for improper purposes either before or after the election.”
For nearly a half-century, federal and state courts around the nation have stood by the Buckley Court’s reasoning. Just last month, a federal appellate court upholding a challenged disclosure law wrote, “A well-informed electorate is as vital to the survival of a democracy as air is to the survival of human life.”

Federal Campaign Finance Disclosure Laws

Federal law imposes thorough disclosure requirements on candidates, political parties, and other political committees. They must disclose the name and other identifying information of any donor who contributes more than $200, as well as any recipient of a payment exceeding $200 from the candidate or committee. They must also include a “paid for by” disclaimer on any public communication they pay to distribute. Consequently, if a candidate, party, or other political committee is paying to distribute disinformation, the public can know about it.

However, federal law disclosure requirements are weak and ineffective with respect to individuals and nonpolitical committee organizations such as so-called 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations, labor unions, and trade associations like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Only a narrow range of political spending by such organizations triggers disclosure and disclaimer requirements. Unless an ad expressly advocates the election or defeat of a candidate (e.g., vote for candidate Smith), mentions a candidate and is aired on TV or radio in close proximity to an election, or solicits a contribution to a candidate or political committee, such ads are not subject to federal campaign finance law disclosure and “paid for by” disclaimer requirements. In other words, federal law leaves plenty of opportunities for individuals and nonpolitical committee organizations to disseminate disinformation without triggering disclosure or disclaimer requirements. As long as they stay off TV and radio, and avoid express phrases like “elect Jones,” their disinformation campaigns go unregulated by campaign finance law. This is a campaign finance law problem. In the final section of this report, we recommend some solutions.

Another provision of federal campaign finance law related to election disinformation is a statute prohibiting a candidate or employee of a candidate from fraudulently misrepresenting that they are acting for or on behalf of any other candidate or political party in a manner that is damaging to such other candidate or party. The same law likewise prohibits any person from fraudulently misrepresenting that they are “speaking, writing, or otherwise acting for or on behalf of any candidate or political party...for the purpose of soliciting contributions or donations.”

However, the Federal Election Commission (FEC) “has a long history of finding no misrepresentation where communications contain disclaimers accurately identifying the true sponsor,” unless the body of the communication contains an explicit misrepresentation that “countermands an otherwise accurate disclaimer.” Even a technically deficient disclaimer may suffice, so long as the disclaimer accurately identifies the sponsor.

In short, so long as an implicitly misleading political communication contains the required fine print or quickly spoken “paid for by” language at the end, the FEC will likely conclude the communication does not violate the “fraudulent misrepresentation” law. This is another area of federal campaign finance law that needs to be strengthened to reduce the spread of election disinformation. We recommend some fixes in the final section of this report, including one reform with bipartisan support among FEC commissioners.
State Campaign Finance Disclosure Laws

Spending in state and local candidate and ballot measure elections is regulated entirely by state (and sometimes local) campaign finance laws. Like federal law, most states’ campaign finance laws are quite effective concerning spending by candidates and political committees but deficient when it comes to spending by individuals and nonpolitical committee entities.

APPENDIX II summarizes several states’ campaign finance disclosure laws relevant to election disinformation. **Alaska has enacted one of the nation’s most effective laws for tracing the source of funds** spent on election advertising by groups, including those that do not qualify as political committees,\(^\text{158}\) requiring such groups to disclose the identity of any contributor who has given the group more than $250 in the aggregate during the calendar year “for the purpose of influencing the outcome of an election,” as well as all election-related contributions and expenditures made by such groups, including contributions to other such groups.\(^\text{159}\) The purpose of this statute is to reveal contributors whose funds are transferred through multiple organizations before being spent on election advertising—contributors who would evade disclosure under most jurisdictions’ laws.

**California has likewise led the way in recent years, strengthening campaign finance disclosure laws applicable to common sources and types of election disinformation.** In 2014, the state strengthened disclosure laws applicable to “multipurpose organizations” spending money to influence California elections (e.g., 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations, often referred to as “dark money” organizations because, in most jurisdictions, they are not required to publicly disclose their funders).\(^\text{160}\) And in 2018, California took another step by enacting the “Social Media DISCLOSURE Act,”\(^\text{161}\) strengthening disclosure requirements by requiring “paid for by” disclaimers on a broad array of political advertising disseminated via social media platforms. The state’s campaign finance regulatory agency, the California Fair Political Practices Commission, has done a good job implementing these laws and continually monitoring evolving campaign finance practices in an effort to keep state campaign finance laws and policies up to date.

**Maryland,\(^\text{162}\) Minnesota,\(^\text{163}\) and Rhode Island\(^\text{164}\) have also enacted legislation requiring certain tax-exempt organizations that are often the source of undisclosed “dark money” political spending in other jurisdictions to disclose their donors and political spending.

Finally, the state of **Washington has some of the strongest disclosure laws in the nation applicable to election disinformation and other digital political advertising.**\(^\text{165}\) Washington Public Disclosure Commission regulations provide for modified “paid for by” disclaimers on certain digital ads\(^\text{166}\) and require online platforms that sell paid political advertising to provide the public with access to detailed digital ad information.\(^\text{167}\)
Federal Communications Laws

Section 230 of the federal Communications Decency Act has long provided digital platforms with legal protections to moderate content online without fear of liability.\(^{168}\) Section 230 immunizes websites, including internet platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, from liability as a publisher of third-party content.\(^{169}\) The statute’s “Good Samaritan” provision has two primary components that are often described as a “shield and sword.” First, Section 230 shields websites from lawsuits regarding content posted by third parties on their platform.\(^{170}\) For example, Facebook would be protected from lawsuits under the statute for third-party user posts hosted on their platform. Second, the statute provides platforms with a sword to remove content they determine is obscene, violent, or otherwise objectionable without fear of liability.\(^{171}\)

The broad protections the statute provides empower platforms to take down disinformation while also providing them cover should they choose to leave the misleading content in question up. However, because platforms have broad discretion to moderate content without fear of liability, they are more likely to leave offending content up instead of taking it down.\(^{172}\) We saw this time and time again during the 2020 election season. A report on Facebook’s content moderation failures from advocacy group Avaaz found that Facebook’s failure to take down misinformation resulted in over 10.1 billion estimated views of content from top-performing pages that repeatedly shared misinformation over the eight months before the U.S. elections.\(^{173}\) Common Cause’s research found many examples of social media posts generating high engagement on provably false claims that are similar to posts that were labeled or removed months prior.\(^{174}\)

In the 117th Congress, both Democrats and Republicans have proposed to modify or outright repeal Section 230,\(^{175}\) but as of this writing, none of these proposals have been passed into law. Introduced legislation generally falls into a few different categories: (1) bills that limit the scope of Section 230, (2) bills that impose new obligations on companies that want to use Section 230 as a defense, (3) bills that want to make changes to the “Good Samaritan” provision of Section 230, and (4) bills that repeal Section 230 outright.\(^{176}\) A number of bills introduced by Republicans, like Representative Louie Gohmert’s (R-TX) Abandoning Online Censorship Act\(^{177}\) and Senator Bill Hagerty’s (R-TN) 21st Century Foundation for the Right to Express and Engage in (FREE) Speech Act,\(^{178}\) would repeal Section 230 outright. These proposals are often predicated on the false idea that social media platforms are “censoring” conservatives, and this is reflected in public statements from the sponsors of the legislation.\(^{179}\) Other proposals are bipartisan and would make less drastic changes to Section 230. For example, the Platform Accountability and Consumer Transparency Act, introduced by Senator Brian Schatz (D-HI) and Senator John Thune (R-SD), would condition Section 230 immunity on the publication of an acceptable use policy that would detail the types of content the provider allows, explain how the provider enforces its content policies, and describe
how users can report policy-violating or illegal content. Most recently, Representatives Frank Pallone (D-NJ), Mike Doyle (D-PA), Jan Schakowsky (D-ILL), and Anna Eshoo (D-CA) announced that they would be introducing legislation that would amend Section 230 to remove immunity for platforms that knowingly or recklessly use an algorithm or other technology to recommend content that materially contributes to physical or severe emotional injury.

As demonstrated by the number of proposals introduced in the 117th Congress, no one has a silver bullet solution to reforming Section 230 given the challenges and unintended consequences amending the statute could create. If Congress amends the statute, it could significantly limit free expression online, diminish the internet as a tool for grassroots mobilization, and open the door to liability for smaller websites and online companies, further cementing the dominance of large social media platforms. Therefore, any Section 230 reform deserves careful and nuanced consideration.

**Federal Consumer Protection Laws**

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is charged with protecting consumers and promoting competition. Its primary consumer protection authority comes from Section 5 of the FTC Act, which prohibits “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.” An “unfair” act or practice is defined as an act or practice that causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers, cannot reasonably be avoided by consumers, and is not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or competition. A representation, omission, or practice is “deceptive” if it “is likely to mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances and is material to consumers—likely to affect the consumer's conduct or decision with regard to a product or service.”

Historically, the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection has used its Section 5 authority to bring enforcement actions for a wide range of privacy and data security violations, such as deceptive data collection and failure by a company to adequately assess and address data security risks. Remedies include requiring violators to implement comprehensive privacy and security programs, deletion of illegally obtained consumer information, and providing robust transparency and choice mechanisms for consumers.

Bad actors have exploited unfair and deceptive data collection practices to help spread disinformation, and the FTC has used its authority to enforce against these actions. In 2016, for example, political data analytics and consulting company Cambridge Analytica used an app to collect the personal data of millions of Facebook users without their consent. The company was able to find out where people worked, what they looked like, where they lived, what kind of car they drove, who they've voted for in past elections, what kind of music they liked, how much money they made, whether or not they were married, whether or not they owned a gun, and more all without their consent. This data was then used to develop psychological profiles to
help the Donald Trump and Ted Cruz presidential campaigns target voters with false or misleading political ads and allowed other bad actors to spread disinformation.\textsuperscript{191}

The FTC launched an investigation into both Cambridge Analytica and Facebook for engaging in deceptive acts and practices in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. The investigation into Facebook culminated in a $5 billion penalty against the company for violating a 2012 consent decree, which prohibited Facebook from making misrepresentations about the privacy or security of its users’ personal information.\textsuperscript{192} Facebook had undermined user privacy preferences by deceiving users when the company shared the data of users’ Facebook friends with third-party developers and by misrepresenting the ability of users to control the use of facial recognition technology with their accounts, among other violations.\textsuperscript{193} The FTC also issued an opinion and order finding that Cambridge Analytica engaged in deceptive practices to harvest the personal information of tens of millions of Facebook users for voter profiling and targeting.\textsuperscript{194} The FTC’s order prohibits Cambridge Analytica from making misrepresentations about the extent it protects the privacy and confidentiality of personal information.\textsuperscript{195}

While the FTC has broad authority to enforce against unfair and deceptive practices, there are limits to the effectiveness of its current enforcement capabilities. First, the FTC is limited in its ability to seek civil penalties for first-time violations of Section 5, and in many cases, the agency levies penalty fines against companies for violations of consent decrees.\textsuperscript{196} Second, the FTC is severely limited in its resources—itits budget is roughly $350 million,\textsuperscript{197} and it only has around 40 staffers working on privacy issues.\textsuperscript{198} This pales in comparison to the budgets of other privacy enforcement agencies around the world.\textsuperscript{199} If the FTC is to meaningfully protect consumers from a myriad of privacy violations, many of which lead to the spread of disinformation, it will need adequate funding. Finally, the FTC’s current enforcement actions have proven inadequate in changing the business models and practices of the largest online companies. For example, Facebook’s stock went up after the agency imposed a record-breaking $5 billion fine on the company.\textsuperscript{200} As then-FTC commissioner Rohit Chopra noted in his dissenting statement, the $5 billion settlement imposes no meaningful changes to the company’s structure nor does it include any changes to the company’s surveillance and advertising practices that exposed millions of users to propaganda, manipulation, and discrimination.\textsuperscript{201} Future FTC oversight and enforcement must be able to address corporate business models that lead to the spread of disinformation and other harmful content.

\textbf{State Media Literacy Laws}

People of all ages need media literacy skills now more than ever to tackle the myriad of problems caused by disinformation. In 2019, a Stanford University study found 52\% of students assessed
believed a grainy video claiming to show ballot stuffing in the 2016 Democratic primaries (the video was actually shot in Russia) constituted “strong evidence” of voter fraud in the United States and concluded today’s high school students “lack the skills to judge the reliability of information online.”

Teaching media literacy in K–12 schools is critical to providing young people with the skills they need to navigate the internet, critically evaluate the content received and consumed online, and protect them from misinformation.

Students are not the only cohort that needs media literacy skills. Older individuals have been found to engage with fake news at a disproportionately higher rate than younger people, and a study of Twitter during the final month of the 2016 presidential election showed users over 50 were overrepresented among users responsible for spreading 80% of fake content. Given that older individuals are more likely to register and vote, it is equally as important that this group is able to learn media literacy skills.

While not a silver bullet by any stretch of the imagination, a greater emphasis on the skills necessary to discern trustworthy from untrustworthy opinion, fact from opinion, news from infotainment, and real information from misinformation will go a long way toward protecting our democracy.

As of August 2021, roughly 15 states have some variation of media or information literacy laws on the books. APPENDIX III summarizes several of these states’ laws. States have taken a wide variety of approaches, including requiring media literacy classes in schools, providing resources for teachers, and developing state media literacy committees. Earlier this year, for example, Illinois passed a media literacy law requiring every public high school in the state to include in its curriculum a unit of instruction on media literacy, making it the first state to mandate media literacy classes.

Later that year submitted a report to the General Assembly recommending revision of Colorado academic standards, provision of materials and resources to teachers, and legislation to support effective implementation of media literacy programs in schools throughout the state.

Media literacy laws have gained traction in the past few years because they do not run into the same First Amendment concerns that other laws designed to target misinformation may face. Additionally, media literacy laws are often able to find bipartisan support, as most of the laws discussed earlier were enacted with support from both Republicans and Democrats in their respective state legislatures. State governments should study best practices around media literacy in collaboration with expert organizations like PEN America and experiment with legislation based on best practices.
State Privacy Laws

Privacy laws (or lack thereof) play an important role in how misinformation is allowed to spread on the internet and how we can combat it. Access to personal data gives bad actors the ability to target individuals with a precision that has never been seen before. Without detailed data about a user’s political beliefs, age, location, and gender, it is far more difficult for bad actors to target them with disinformation.\textsuperscript{211} To quote Alex Campbell in his piece for \textit{Just Security}, “Fake news becomes a lot less scary if it can’t choose its readers.”\textsuperscript{212}

While efforts to pass a comprehensive federal privacy law have stalled, a few states have passed legislation. These laws vary in scope, but each of them requires a company operating in the state to inform users if they are selling the users’ data and gives users the right to access, delete, correct, or move their data.\textsuperscript{213}

\textbf{California became the first state with comprehensive consumer privacy laws} on the books when its legislature passed the California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA) and expanded it in 2020 with the Consumer Privacy Rights Act. It provides consumers with the right to know about the personal information a business collects about them, the right to delete personal information collected from them, the right to opt out of the sale of their personal information, and the right to nondiscrimination for exercising their CCPA rights.\textsuperscript{214} The CCPA applies to companies that generate more than $25 million a year in revenue; buy, receive, or sell the personal information of 50,000 or more California residents; or derive 50% or more of their annual revenue from selling California residents’ personal information.\textsuperscript{215} Companies that do not comply can be fined by the California Office of the Attorney General. \textbf{The CCPA is considered by advocates to be the strongest of the state privacy laws on the books}, in part because it contains a limited private right of action against certain types of breaches, which allows consumers to directly sue the company committing the breach.\textsuperscript{216}

However, while CCPA has some strong elements, it is important to recognize where it (and the other state privacy laws) falls short. Strong, comprehensive privacy legislation should have data minimization requirements limiting what data entities can collect and how that data can be used, as well as civil rights protections that ensure fairness in both automated decision-making and prohibitions on the use of personal data to discriminate on the basis of race, gender, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, familial status, biometric information, or lawful source of income.

\textbf{Colorado} is the most recent state to enact privacy legislation, having passed the Colorado Privacy Act (CPA) in July of 2021.\textsuperscript{217} The law shares similarities with the privacy laws of Virginia and California, as it also allows consumers to opt out of data collection while requiring companies to disclose what data they collect, what they do with that data, and how long they keep it.\textsuperscript{218} Like Virginia’s law, Colorado’s law applies to entities that “control or process” the information of 100,000 or
more residents or entities that make 50% or more of their gross revenue from the sale of personal
data if they hold the information of about 25,000 or more consumers.219 Also, like the Virginia law,
it only applies to “Colorado residents acting only in an individual or household context.”220 One
place where the CPA differs slightly from Virginia’s law (and California’s) is in enforcement. Under
the CPA, both the Colorado attorney general and district attorneys have enforcement authority
and can bring actions against businesses that violate the law.221

The Virginia Consumer Data Protection Act (VCDPA) was passed by the Virginia General Assembly
in 2021 with bipartisan support. The VCDPA gives consumers the same core rights California’s
CCPA does but applies to entities that “control or process” the information of 100,000 or more
Virginia residents in a calendar year or entities that make 50% or more of their gross revenue from
the sale of personal data if they hold information for about 25,000 or more Virginia residents.222
It provides Virginia residents with the right to confirm if a controller has their data, the right to
correct inaccuracies in the data the controller has, the right to have a controller delete personal
data provided by or obtained about them, and the right to opt out of having their data used for
targeted advertising.223

However, unlike California’s law, the VCDPA does not contain a private right of action and is writ-
ten more narrowly, as it only covers individuals acting on their own or in a “household context,”
not those acting in a “commercial or employment context.”224 The lack of a private right of action
is problematic because it means the only party that can enforce the law is the Virginia Attorney
General’s Office, and the General Assembly only gave the Attorney General’s Office $400,000 in
additional funding to do so.225
SECTION 3: SELECT SOCIAL MEDIA CIVIC INTEGRITY POLICIES

Social media platforms from Facebook to Twitter and YouTube to TikTok have civic integrity policies in place designed to combat disinformation related to elections and other civic processes. These policies often work in tandem with the platforms’ other policies, which address things like fraud, violent content, hate speech, and other content the platform may find objectionable. A piece of content may violate multiple policies at once, like a post advocating objectionable violence against a specific group.

Platform civic integrity policies primarily focus on prohibiting content that is misleading about how to participate in the civic process. This includes misleading statements or information about the official announced date or time of an election, misleading information about requirements to participate in an election, and content containing statements advocating for violence because of voting, voter registration, or the administration or outcome of an election.

These policies are not exhaustive though and have significant loopholes that allow for certain disinformation-oriented content to stay up on the platforms. This includes narratives contributing to voter suppression, disinformation from world leaders/public figures, and political ads.

This is in part because platforms are frequently changing and updating their policies. For example, the Mozilla Foundation (Mozilla), a nonprofit whose advocacy work includes using data visualization and original reporting to track the ways the internet is helping and hurting users around the world, found that during the 2020 election cycle (October 2019 through January 2021), Facebook changed its election-related misinformation policies 21 times, Twitter changed its policies 16 times, and YouTube changed its policies 12 times. Most of these changes involved adding, subsequently rolling back, and then reinstating new rules concerning key issues like mail-in voting fraud or false victory claims.

While Mozilla was able to track the policies of Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube during the 2020 election, it concluded that “there remains a persistent lack of data about how well these policies were enforced and their impact on election misinformation.” This reflects a gap in understanding between the public and the platforms about which policies were most effective and which were not. It is also concerning because of how prevalent these platforms have become in our nation’s politics and the way the Big Lie about how the 2020 election was “rigged and stolen” from Trump has metastasized via social media platforms throughout our national civic dialogue.
During the 2020 election specifically, mainstream social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube expanded their policies and enforcement against election-related disinformation, removing or labeling many dangerous false claims of widespread voter fraud. These changes generally correlated with major events like the beginning of the impeachment inquiry into then-president Donald Trump, the death of George Floyd, Trump’s first public claim that mail-in ballots would lead to election fraud, and his first public refusal to commit to accepting election results, Election Day, and when the Electoral College confirmed President Biden’s victory.

Next, we summarize only the policies that Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube implemented during the 2020 elections and soon after. We also discuss how inconsistent enforcement and policy loopholes led to the spread of disinformation during and after the election, how the actions taken (or not taken) by the platforms contributed to the insurrection at the Capitol complex on January 6, and how the platforms reacted in the aftermath.

Unfortunately, Facebook and Twitter have stopped enforcing existing policies to the degree they did during the 2020 election. Our research shows that there are many pieces of content being left on the platform that would have been taken down months ago.

**Facebook**

It has been well documented that Facebook is inconsistent in its enforcement of existing policies. In September of 2020, the *Wall Street Journal* flagged over 200 pieces of content for Facebook that appeared to violate the platform’s rules against the promotion of violence and dangerous information, only to have Facebook respond by taking down around 30 pieces of flagged content and later conceding that more than half of the pieces of content should have been taken down for violating their policies.

In addition to inconsistent enforcement, Facebook also had two major loopholes that contribute significantly to the spread of disinformation on the platform: the newsworthiness exemption and its policy of not fact-checking political ads.

The newsworthiness exemption applies to any content that Facebook believes “should be seen and heard” and meets a balancing test that weighs the public benefit of having the content up versus the harm keeping the content in question up could cause. This is extremely subjective, and this subjectivity is reflected in Facebook’s use of the newsworthiness exemption over time. Through 2020 and the first half of 2021, content from certain users, including politicians, was presumed to be newsworthy and left up. However, following criticism from its oversight board, Facebook eliminated the presumption that posts by politicians are automatically considered newsworthy. While this is a step forward, Facebook is still able to apply its newsworthiness exemption to any piece of content it chooses without giving much justification as to why the content is left up. This gives politicians and other bad actors with large public followings the ability to spread disinformation that Facebook may consider “newsworthy” with confidence that it is unlikely to be taken down.
As a Matter of Fact: The Harms Caused by Election Disinformation

Facebook's decision to exempt political ads has proven to be equally controversial, if not more, than their newsworthiness exemption. This loophole is straightforward: Facebook will not fact-check political advertisements on the platform. During the 2020 election, then-candidate Donald Trump took advantage of this loophole several times and placed ads on Facebook intending to mislead voters about then-candidate Joe Biden and his son Hunter. If Facebook is to get serious about cracking down on disinformation, this loophole is one of the first they need to address.

This laissez-faire approach to content moderation allowed bad actors to spread content that contributed to the January 6 insurrection. Right-wing groups were able to use Facebook's Groups feature to plan their assault on the Capitol building, while prominent pages pushed harmful content delegitimizing the election and took advantage of relaxed enforcement of live videos to urge violence.

Following the insurrection on January 6 and significant criticism by both members of Congress and civil society, Facebook made a few different changes. This included suspending President Trump's account indefinitely (which was later reduced to two years after the indefinite suspension was appealed to Facebook's oversight board), increasing its monitoring for calls to violence and protest, and updating its election label to read, "Joe Biden has been elected President with results that were certified by all 50 states. The US has laws, procedures, and established institutions to ensure the peaceful transfer of power after an election." Additionally, the company put in place heightened penalties for public figures "during times of civil unrest and ongoing violence." However, it is important to note that while Facebook gives an example of actionable content (someone sharing a link to a statement from a terrorist group in the aftermath of an attack), they do not define what constitutes a period of "civil unrest and ongoing violence."

Significant questions exist as to how seriously Facebook takes the threat of disinformation. Even the changes Facebook made following January 6 are riddled with loopholes. As Common Cause has documented, former president Trump is still able to run political ads on Facebook and solicit donations from supporters, even though he is suspended from the platform. And as with most Facebook policies, the new rules put in place are arbitrary and subject to human discretion.

Twitter

Although Facebook tends to dominate the conversation about content moderation practices and the spread of disinformation on social media, Twitter is guilty of many of the same things: inconsistent enforcement of existing policies, loopholes in policies that allow for the spread of disinformation, and relatively weak policy responses to the January 6 insurrection. While Twitter may want to be viewed as better on content moderation than its peers, it has been equally as slow to deal with the misinformation that is found all over the platform.

Media Matters highlighted Twitter's inconsistent enforcement in a post discussing the platform's treatment of a doctored video of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) appearing to slur her words.
While one version of the video on the platform has received a “manipulated media” tag, other versions of the video remained on the platform untouched.\textsuperscript{253}

Just like Facebook’s newsworthiness exemption, Twitter has a major loophole that contributes significantly to the spread of disinformation called the “public interest exception.” This exception applies to tweets from elected and government officials that Twitter believes “directly contribute” to the understanding or discussion of a matter of public concern.\textsuperscript{254} Tweets that are found to be in the public interest but break other rules may have a label put on them but will not be taken down.\textsuperscript{255} Even though the platform insists that this does not mean public officials can post whatever they want (even tweets in violation of their rules), in reality, public officials are generally allowed to get away with posting whatever they want.\textsuperscript{256} The consequences of this loophole were on full display when then-outgoing president Donald Trump live tweeted throughout the insurrection, adding gas to the fire by inciting his supporters while they stormed the Capitol.\textsuperscript{257}

Twitter permanently suspended Donald Trump’s account and CEO Jack Dorsey acknowledged the platform’s role in the insurrection, but issues remain.\textsuperscript{258} Today, public officials like Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-GA) are able to take advantage of this exemption, and if Twitter is serious about getting rid of disinformation on the platform, they also need to look into closing this loophole.\textsuperscript{259}

**YouTube**

Compared to Facebook and Twitter, YouTube’s policies have not been scrutinized to the same degree, but like the other social media platforms mentioned here, YouTube is also inconsistent in its enforcement of existing policies.\textsuperscript{260} However, instead of having one or two major loopholes in which disinformation is able to spread, YouTube’s policies are overall far more permissive than that of Facebook and Twitter.\textsuperscript{261}

YouTube’s inconsistency in policy enforcement is well documented. In 2019, the platform announced that it would be making changes to its hate speech policy and taking down thousands of videos that were in violation of the new policy, but Gizmodo found that many of the videos remained up.\textsuperscript{262} To make matters worse, YouTube’s own algorithm will frequently recommend content that violates its own policies.\textsuperscript{263} One example of this is a user watching a music video from Art Garfunkel, one half of the popular 1960s pop duo Simon & Garfunkel, recommending a video titled *Trump Debate Moderator Exposed as Having Deep Democrat Ties, Media Bias Reaches Breaking Point.*\textsuperscript{264} A study done by Mozilla found that nearly 200 videos YouTube’s algorithm recommended to volunteers had a collective 160 million views before the platform took them down for violating YouTube’s policies.\textsuperscript{265}

Like its peers, YouTube took some actions following the January 6 insurrection. First, YouTube suspended Donald Trump’s account until the risk of violence associated with the account had decreased.\textsuperscript{266} Second, they introduced new rules, giving “strikes” to channels whose videos violate the platform’s policies and permanently removing channels that receive three strikes within the same 90-day period.\textsuperscript{267} Since YouTube has not explained what they mean by “risk of violence,” it is unclear when and if they will let Donald Trump back on the platform or how they will apply this standard to other accounts in the future.
SECTION 4: RECOMMENDATIONS

Federal laws and the laws of many states contain important provisions to reduce the harmful impact of election disinformation. Social media company civic integrity policies are likewise critically important. These current laws and policies leave much room for improvement. There is no single policy solution to the problem of election disinformation. We need strong voting rights laws, strong campaign finance laws, strong communications and privacy laws, strong media literacy laws, and strong corporate civic integrity policies. In this section, we recommend reforms in all these policy areas, highlighting both pending legislation that should be passed and existing state laws that should be replicated in other jurisdictions.

Statutory Reforms

Voter Intimidation and False Election Speech Reforms

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 and other federal laws prohibit voter intimidation and have been interpreted by the DOJ and courts as prohibiting certain forms of election disinformation. However, existing federal statutes and the statutes in most states do not explicitly prohibit election disinformation and should be amended to do so. And as the New York Times wrote earlier this year in response to the DOJ prosecution of Douglass Mackey for disseminating election disinformation via Twitter, the “case will test the novel use of federal civil rights laws as a tool to hold people accountable for misinformation campaigns intended to interfere with elections[].” Rather than relying on courts to appropriately apply long-standing statutes to new modes of election disinformation, Congress and state legislatures should update statutes to explicitly prohibit election disinformation.

Congress should enact the Deceptive Practices and Voter Intimidation Prevention Act of 2021, which would modernize federal law to address the worst election disinformation practices being used today. This bill has been incorporated into both the Freedom to Vote Act and the For the People Act. It twice-passed the House in 2019 as part of the For the People Act and the Stopping Harmful Interference in Elections for a Lasting Democracy (SHIELD) Act but died in the Senate. Among other things, this legislation would amend the anti-intimidation statute at 52 U.S.C. § 10101(b) to add a new subsection explicitly outlawing false statements regarding federal elections. Under this amendment, it would be illegal to knowingly disseminate materially false information within 60 days before a federal election regarding the time, place, or manner of holding any federal election or the qualifications or restrictions on voter eligibility—with the intent to impede or prevent another person from exercising the right to vote in an election. Importantly, the bill not only contains criminal enforcement provisions but also would create a private right of action, enabling those harmed by disinformation to file a civil lawsuit against the
Finally, the legislation would require the attorney general to communicate with the public to correct any materially false election information if state and local election officials have failed to do so.

States should likewise enact legislation explicitly prohibiting dissemination of false election speech, modeled on the federal Deceptive Practices and Voter Intimidation Prevention Act of 2021 or similar legislation already enacted in Virginia prohibiting knowingly communicating false information “intended to impede the voter in the exercise of his right to vote,” including information “about the date, time, and place of the election, or the voter’s precinct, polling place, or voter registration status, or the location of a voter satellite office or the office of the general registrar.”

Congress should also adopt a proposed amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act, a military appropriations and policy bill, which would require national intelligence agencies to include in their regularly scheduled post-election report the identification of any Russian government official or agent who used “social or traditional media to spread significant amounts of false information to individuals in the United States” as a form of election interference. And Congress should go beyond this Russia-specific amendment to require identification of any foreign government spreading disinformation to interfere in U.S. elections.

Campaign Finance Reforms

Strong, up-to-date campaign finance disclosure laws are key to curbing the harmful impacts of election disinformation. Whereas social media and other internet platforms have become favored means of disseminating election disinformation, federal campaign finance disclosure laws and the laws of most states were written decades ago, before these avenues for disinformation existed. Congress and state legislatures should update disclosure laws so that the public has easy access to accurate information regarding who is spending money on political advertising online and through more traditional modes of communication.

Congress should pass the DISCLOSE Act of 2021 and the Honest Ads Act, both of which have been incorporated into the Freedom to Vote Act and the For the People Act. The For the People Act passed the House in March 2021. The Freedom to Vote Act is Senate legislation that includes most of the core pillars of the For the People Act, including the DISCLOSE Act and the Honest Ads Act. The DISCLOSE Act would shine a light on presently dark money in federal elections by expanding the definition of what constitutes a reportable “campaign-related disbursement” to include certain ads that support or oppose candidates and transfers between organizations—a tactic used to evade disclosure under current law. The DISCLOSE Act would also strengthen “paid for by” disclaimers for robocalls, a popular mode of communication for election disinformation. The Honest Ads Act would require political ads sold online to be covered by the same rules as political ads sold on TV, radio, and satellite. It would also expand disclosure rules to include any online ads that mention a candidate and require social media platforms and websites with 50 million or more unique monthly visitors that sell political advertising to maintain a database of all online political ads—both necessary reforms to improving transparency around online ads.

Congress should also act on the FEC’s recommendation to amend and strengthen the “fraudulent misrepresentation of campaign authority” statute by expanding the law to prohibit any
person—not just candidates and their agents—from fraudulently claiming to be acting on behalf of a candidate or political committee.  

And Congress should restructure and strengthen the FEC to ensure more effective implementation and enforcement of all federal campaign finance laws, as would result from the passage of the Restoring Integrity to America’s Elections Act, which was last introduced in 2019 but has been incorporated into both the For the People Act and the Freedom to Vote Act.

Similarly, states should follow the leads of Alaska, California, New York, Washington, and the handful of other states profiled earlier in this report that have enacted campaign finance disclosure laws to bring previously dark money spending on digital and other election advertising into the light. Alaska’s and California’s laws that enable voters to trace election spending to the source are similar to the reforms contained in the federal DISCLOSE Act, all providing models to emulate throughout the states. California, New York, and Washington have enacted cutting-edge requirements for digital political ad “paid for by” disclaimers and public access to digital ad databases that can serve as models for the nation.

**State Media Literacy Laws**

Common Cause does not recommend any specific media literacy laws, but we do encourage policymakers to experiment with best practices around media literacy and advocacy groups interested in pushing for media literacy laws to work with stakeholders to determine the approach that best fits their state. This involves holding convenings and bringing to the table organizations like PEN America, which are already engaged in the issue and offering media literacy training to the public, to put together a set of principles and best practices on which to develop legislation. Media Literacy Now has put together a model bill that established an advisory council within the respective state’s Department of Education, which is one example of an approach that could be taken.

**State Privacy Laws**

While California, Colorado, Virginia, and Washington have all successfully passed comprehensive privacy legislation, each bill was lacking in some respects. None of them have specific civil rights protections, and only California has a (very limited) private right of action. Advocates interested in passing comprehensive privacy legislation should look to the Digital Fairness Act, which was introduced in the New York State Assembly this year, as a model. The Digital Fairness Act includes heightened protections for biometric information, strong civil rights protections by explicitly making it unlawful to process personal information or target advertising in ways that discriminate in employment, finance, health care, credit, insurance, housing, education opportunities, or public accommodations based on an individual’s or class of individuals’ actual or perceived age, race, creed, color, national origin, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, sex, disability, predisposing genetic characteristics, or domestic violence victim status, as well as and a robust private right of action for consumers whose rights are violated. Any legislation considered needs to have strong civil rights protections, a strong private right of action, and strong data minimization provisions. Further, if a state Attorney General’s Office is going to play a meaningful role in enforcement, it must receive enough funding to be able to effectively bring lawsuits and protect consumers in their state.
Federal Legislative Reforms to Mitigate Platform Business Practices

Algorithmic Accountability
Social media algorithms have contributed to the spread of disinformation given that platforms have optimized them for user engagement, which has led users down a rabbit hole of hate speech, conspiracy theories, and harmful content. Algorithms can also promote the amplification of disinformation as conspiracy theorists used the “stop the steal” moniker across platforms to organize and mobilize offline violence. To hold platforms accountable for the algorithms they deploy, we urge Congress to pass the Algorithmic Justice and Online Platform Transparency Act. The legislation would prohibit discriminatory algorithms and create greater transparency about how these algorithms operate. The bill also addresses election disinformation specifically by prohibiting online platforms from processing personal information “in a manner that intentionally deprives, defrauds, or attempts to deprive or defraud any individual of their free and fair exercise of the right to vote in a Federal, state, or local election.”

Comprehensive Privacy Legislation
Comprehensive federal privacy legislation is key to placing limits on the collection and sharing of personal data, which has contributed to the spread of disinformation. As discussed, social media platforms collect vast amounts of data on their users, and bad actors exploit these data practices by targeting harmful content. For example, the Trump campaign used Facebook to target millions of Black voters with deceptive information to deter them from voting.

At a minimum, federal legislation should (1) require companies to minimize the data they collect; (2) prohibit predatory and discriminatory data practices on the basis of protected characteristics with respect to access to credit, housing, education, employment, and public accommodations; (3) provide for fairness in automated decision-making; (4) grant a private right of action to allow consumers to sue companies that violate their privacy rights; and (5) define permissible and impermissible uses for collecting, sharing, and using personal data.

Strengthening Local Media
Local media plays a critical role in supporting civic engagement and provides communities with vital information on issues such as public safety, economic development, and health care. Unfortunately, the decade-long decline in local media has robbed communities of critical news and information, creating an “infodemic” that has helped disinformation flourish. The economic decline in local news can be attributed in part to large social media platforms that are now dominating the advertising market, making the ad-driven business model for journalism unsustainable. Congress can pass legislation that funds local media and community and public media of all kinds. Funds should be targeted at preserving newsrooms and reporting jobs at local commercial and nonprofit news outlets, as well as investments to address the civic information needs of communities most affected by the long-term decline of local news. In addition to short-term spending, we need long-term solutions about how journalism can meet the civic information needs of communities in the 21st century. To that end, Congress should pass the Future of Local News Act, which would create a committee to study the state of local journalism and offer recommendations to Congress. The bill would provide a first step in determining what transformative investments are needed to create a sustainable local journalism landscape.
Empowering Researchers and Watchdog Journalists

Transparency is more important now than ever, as political campaigns and disinformation agents use manipulative tactics to target voters on social media platforms. Ensuring researchers can study the major platforms without fear of interference is crucial to understanding how misinformation spreads and for developing policies that address the many harms to society the platforms have caused.

Congress should pass legislation that ensures researchers and watchdog journalists have sufficient access to social media data and protect them from retaliation by the platforms. New York University researcher Laura Edelson, whose account was banned by Facebook while she was researching ad transparency and the spread of misinformation, recommended in her recent congressional testimony that there be universal digital ad transparency, a researcher safe harbor law, and greater access to public content with “meaningful reach or content from public figures with meaningful audiences.” Members of Congress have also put forward their own legislative solutions. Representative Lori Trahan (D-MA) has introduced legislation that would require covered platforms to grant academic researchers and the FTC access to an ad library with select information about each ad.

Executive and Regulatory Agency Reforms

In addition to legislative reforms to fight election disinformation, there are regulatory tools and other actions federal and state executive branch agencies can take to combat disinformation, including stronger enforcement of existing laws and promulgation of new regulations to rein in social media business practices that bad actors exploit to spread and amplify harmful content that interferes with our democracy. As a general matter, statutory reform is preferable to executive and regulatory agency reform because some types of executive and regulatory agency reform can easily be reversed when a new president's or governor's administration comes into power. Nevertheless, executive branch reforms may be easier to attain than the passage of legislation and can play an important role in reducing election disinformation.

Presidential and Gubernatorial Leadership

The White House under the Biden administration must play a leading role in combating election disinformation. A recently published report from the U.S. surgeon general shows that the Biden administration has already recognized that the spread of COVID-19 misinformation poses serious risks to the nation’s public health. The surgeon general’s report identified several recommendations the government, social media platforms, and other stakeholders can take to stop the spread of false content related to the pandemic. Similarly, the Biden administration should take a whole-of-government approach to combating election disinformation. To start, the administration can issue an executive order directing federal agencies with enforcement, rule-making, and investigatory authorities to use these capabilities in combating election disinformation.

Next, the administration should create a federal interagency task force that would identify tools to combat election disinformation and harmful online speech. The task force, composed of senior officials from executive agencies such as the DOJ and Department of Commerce and independent agencies such as the FTC, among others, would develop initiatives to mitigate the impact of disinformation, particularly on African American communities and other communities.
of color that are disproportionately targeted by disinformation campaigns.\textsuperscript{314} Given the scope and complexity of how disinformation spreads, a whole-of-government approach is necessary, and the White House must lead on this initiative.

Similarly, governors in states around the nation can and should play a leading role in stopping election disinformation, establishing task forces like the one described earlier, and using all available resources of state agencies under their control.

\textbf{U.S. DOJ and State Law Enforcement Agencies}

Existing statutes give federal and state law enforcement officials many tools to fight election disinformation. The federal DOJ, for example, has long interpreted voting rights laws as prohibiting election disinformation that interferes with the fundamental right to vote.\textsuperscript{315} However, the DOJ\textsuperscript{316} prosecution begun earlier this year against Twitter user Douglass Mackey\textsuperscript{316} for illegally disseminating election disinformation in 2016 appears to be the first criminal prosecution in the United States involving voter suppression through the spread of disinformation on Twitter.\textsuperscript{317} The DOJ should be more aggressive in its criminal prosecution and civil litigation against those who use disinformation to intimidate voters and interfere with their voting rights.

State law enforcement officials should likewise use state laws prohibiting voter intimidation, election interference, and false statements regarding elections—including those that do not explicitly name election disinformation as a form of illegal interference—to stem the tide of election disinformation and hold perpetrators accountable.

\textbf{FTC Reforms}

There are several different actions the FTC could take to improve its role as the country’s privacy enforcement agency. Under the current administration, the FTC could expand the scope of its rule-making and enforcement practices. Senate Democrats\textsuperscript{318} and civil society groups\textsuperscript{319} have both asked the FTC to initiate rule-making to regulate unfair and deceptive commercial data practices. This rule-making would consider strong protections for members of marginalized communities, data minimization practices, prohibitions on certain practices, opt-in consent rules on the use of personal data, and global opt-out standards.\textsuperscript{320} In addition to rule-makings, the FTC can conduct workshops and issue informal guidance on how platforms can provide greater transparency in their content moderation practices.

\textbf{FEC and State Election Agency Reforms}

The FEC has an important role to play in combatting disinformation in federal elections. The FEC is our nation’s frontline enforcer of campaign finance disclosure laws in federal elections. Yet, despite the proliferation of online political advertising over the past decade-plus, the FEC has failed to update its “paid for by” disclaimer rules for digital ads. In October 2011, the Commission
published an advance notice of proposed rule-making on “internet communication disclaimers” and has, over the decade, invited public comment on the issue several times. Common Cause filed comments in 2018 on behalf of more than 25,000 members and supporters urging the Commission to adopt regulations applying to digital ads the full disclaimer requirements now applicable to radio, television, and print ads. But today, more than a decade after the rule-making began, the Commission still has not adopted final regulations. With bad actors continuing to target Black and other communities of color with election disinformation using digital political ads, it is long past time for the FEC to promulgate clear and enforceable disclaimer rules for online political advertising.

State campaign finance agencies similarly have an important role to play in implementing and enforcing effective disclosure laws to shine a light on those trying to undermine our elections with disinformation. All states’ campaign finance enforcement agencies should follow the leads of the Washington Public Disclosure Commission, the California Fair Political Practices Commission, and others that have worked hard to effectively apply campaign finance laws to the digital landscape.

Social Media Corporation Policy Reforms

While self-regulation on its own has proven ineffective in curbing the spread of disinformation, social media platforms must take additional steps to strengthen their policies on combating content designed to undermine our democracy. The recommendations that follow focus on how platforms can improve their efforts to provide users with authoritative information concerning voting and elections, reduce the spread and amplification of election disinformation, and provide greater transparency regarding their content moderation policies and practices. While not an exhaustive list, these recommendations represent the basic steps all social media platforms should take.

Provide Users With Authoritative Information About Voting and Elections

Platforms should help users identify official voting information such as registering or updating their registration, tracking ballots in the mail, and identifying in-person polling sites. Platforms should direct their users to authoritative sources of information regarding voting and elections. Authoritative sources come from state and local election officials.

Consistent Enforcement of Civic Integrity Policies During Both Election and Nonelection Cycles

Platforms have failed to consistently enforce the civic integrity policies they have in place to combat the spread of election disinformation. Further, enforcement tends to become more relaxed during nonelection cycles. Platforms must commit to upholding their own civic integrity policies and consistently enforce them throughout election, as well as nonelection, cycles. Consistent enforcement includes rapid removal, labeling, and de-prioritizing of content that violates civic integrity policies.

Platforms should also close loopholes in their civic integrity policies bad actors exploit to spread disinformation. For example, platforms should apply third-party fact-checkers to political adver-
tisements and remove exemptions for public figures that allow them to spread disinformation with impunity.

**Reducing the Spread and Amplification of Disinformation**

Platforms must **reduce the spread and amplification of disinformation caused by the algorithms they deploy.** As discussed, platforms optimize their algorithms to maximize user engagement. Content that generates the most engagement and gets amplified tends to focus on lies, conspiracy theories, and incitements of violence. Platforms can take steps to limit amplification by fashioning artificial intelligence systems and algorithms so that engagement does not prioritize disinformation. Further, platforms should conduct third-party human and civil rights audits of their algorithms to ensure voter suppression content is not getting amplified.

**Provide Researchers and Watchdog Journalists Greater Access to Social Media Data**

Platforms must **provide researchers and watchdog journalists with sufficient and reliable access to social media data.** As discussed, researchers and watchdog journalists play a critical role in shedding light on how platforms enforce and interpret their content moderation policies in practice. For example, researchers exposed numerous instances where Facebook failed to properly disclose election advertisements despite their policies and the ability of campaigns to use manipulative targeting practices to reach voters on the platform. Further, watchdog journalists have uncovered how Facebook deliberately designed its algorithms to optimize for engagement, incentivizing the spread of disinformation and selectively choosing to apply its content moderation policies. Unfortunately, platforms have resisted providing researchers and watchdog journalists greater access to data, likely because of the risk of embarrassment from failure to adhere to their own policies and public statements. Giving researchers and watchdog journalists greater access to data will not only provide a better picture of how disinformation gets spread, targeted, and amplified but also ensure the integrity of our elections.

**Invest Greater Resources in Combating Disinformation Targeting Non-English-Speaking Communities**

Platforms must invest greater resources in combating election disinformation in non-English-speaking communities. Research has shown that non-English-language disinformation has continued to spread. Further, disparities exist in the level of enforcement between English and non-English disinformation, leaving non-English-speaking communities more vulnerable to disinformation. **Platforms can remedy these disparities in enforcement by investing greater resources to combating non-English disinformation,** including hiring more content moderators to monitor and combat disinformation in languages other than English.
CONCLUSION

For decades, Common Cause Education Fund has worked on public education and systemic reforms to build a better democracy. The harmful impact of election disinformation makes it clear that our core programmatic work is needed now more than ever. We must and will educate and mobilize our communities to curb the harmful, rapid growth of election disinformation. Doing so will help deliver on America’s promise of a functioning 21st-century democracy that’s open, accessible, responsive, and accountable to the people. We need your support and your activism to fix the problem of election disinformation. Together, we can build a democracy that works for everyone.
APPENDIX I—STATE VOTER INTIMIDATION AND FALSE ELECTION SPEECH LAWS

Under Arizona law, it is a criminal misdemeanor to knowingly “make use of force, violence or restraint, or to inflict or threaten infliction...of any injury, damage, harm or loss, or in any manner to practice intimidation upon or against any person, in order to induce or compel such person to vote or refrain from voting for a particular person or measure” or to “impede, prevent or otherwise interfere with the free exercise of the elective franchise of any voter.”330 Other Arizona laws apply specifically to employer intimidation of their employees331 and voter interference within a 75-foot buffer zone outside of polling places.332

California (among other states333) invites candidates and committees to sign a voluntary “Code of Fair Campaign Practices” that includes a promise not to “use or permit any dishonest or unethical practice that tends to corrupt or undermine our American system of free elections, or that hampers or prevents the full and free expression of the will of the voters including acts intended to hinder or prevent any eligible person from registering to vote, enrolling to vote, or voting.”334

In Colorado, it is illegal to “impede, prevent, or otherwise interfere with the free exercise of the elective franchise of any elector.”335 Colorado law also explicitly provides that no person shall knowingly or recklessly “make, publish, broadcast, or circulate or cause to be made, published, broadcasted, or circulated...any false statement designed to affect the vote on any issue submitted to the electors at any election or relating to any candidate for election to public office.”336 Colorado attorney general guidance makes clear that disinformation tactics—including “misleading phone calls, texts, or emails to a voter”—can constitute illegal voter intimidation. Examples of illegal voter intimidation include “texting voters deliberately false information about voting locations” and “calling voters to tell them that they must have an identification card or be vaccinated in order to vote.”337

Under Florida’s “Voter Protection Act,” it’s a felony to “directly or indirectly use or threaten to use force, violence, or intimidation or any tactic of coercion or intimidation to induce or compel an individual” to register or vote or refrain from doing so.338 Importantly, it’s a felony under Florida law to “knowingly use false information” to “challenge an individual’s right to vote” or “induce or attempt to induce an individual to refrain from voting or registering to vote.”339

Georgia law makes it a felony to use or threaten “violence in a manner that would prevent a reasonable elector from voting or actually prevents any elector from voting.”340 It is likewise a felony in Georgia to use or threaten “violence, or act[] in any other manner to intimidate” another person to vote or refrain from voting or registering to vote.341

Hawaii law provides that any person who “knowingly broadcasts, televises, circulates, publishes, distributes, or otherwise communicates, including by electronic means or advertisement, false information about the time, date, place, or means of voting with the purpose of impeding, preventing, or otherwise interfering with the free exercise of the elective franchise” has committed illegal election fraud.342 It is also a crime in Hawaii to “in any way practice[] intimidation upon or against any person in order to induce or compel the person to vote or refrain from voting” or to
impede, prevent, or otherwise interfere with voting. And earlier this year, Hawaii extended its “no campaigning” zone to protect from harassment voters waiting in lines extending far outside voting centers.

**Maine** law makes it a crime to “interfere[] with a voter attempting to cast a vote” or to “knowingly cause[] a delay in the registration...of another or...in the delivery of an absentee ballot or absentee ballot application with the intent to prevent a person from voting or to render that person’s vote ineffective.”

**Maryland** law makes it a crime to knowingly and willfully “influence or attempt to influence a voter’s voting decision through the use of force, threat, menace, [or] intimidation” or to “influence or attempt to influence a voter’s decision whether to go to the polls to cast a vote” through use of force, fraud, or threat. It is also a crime to “engage in conduct that results or has the intent to result in the denial or abridgement of the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on account of race, color, or disability.”

**Michigan** law makes it a felony to “attempt, by means of bribery, menace, or other corrupt means or device, either directly or indirectly, to influence an elector in giving his or her vote, or to deter the elector from, or interrupt the elector in giving his or her vote at any election held in this state.” It is also illegal in Michigan to knowingly disseminate an “assertion, representation, or statement of fact concerning a candidate...that is false, deceptive, scurrilous, or malicious, without the true name of the author being subscribed” to the statement.

**Minnesota** law prohibits directly or indirectly using or threatening “force, coercion, violence, restraint, damage, harm, loss, including loss of employment or economic reprisal, undue influence, or temporal or spiritual injury against an individual to compel the individual to vote for or against a candidate or ballot question.” Further, “fraud may not be used to obstruct or prevent the free exercise of the right to vote.”

Under **Nevada** law, it is illegal to impede or prevent by “fraudulent contrivance, the free exercise of the franchise by any voter.” It is likewise a felony to use or threaten to use any force, intimidation, coercion or undue influence, or to “inflict any mental injury, damage, harm or loss upon” a person on connection with registering or voting in an election.

**New Mexico** law makes it a felony to use or threaten “force, violence, infliction of damage, harm or loss or any form of economic retaliation, upon any voter...for the purpose of impeding or preventing the free exercise of the elective franchise.” Guidance from New Mexico’s secretary of state explains that “disseminating false or misleading election information” is a form of voter intimidation, stating, “It is unlawful to disseminate misleading information about elections, including flyers or other communication that purposely misstate the time and date of an election, where it will be held, and how voting will happen.”
North Carolina law makes it illegal for any person to “intimidate or oppose any legally qualified voter on account of any vote such voter may cast or consider or intend to cast, or not to cast, or which that voter may have failed to cast.”

Pennsylvania law prohibits using “coercion, threats of bodily injury or intimidation” to intentionally prevent or attempt to prevent someone from registering to vote. The Pennsylvania Department of State elaborates on guidance that it is likewise illegal to use such intimidation to compel or prevent someone from voting and that “[d]isseminating false or misleading election information, including information on voting eligibility, polling place procedures, polling place hours, or voting methods” is a form of illegal voter intimidation.

Virginia law makes it a crime to “hinder, intimidate, or interfere with any qualified voter so as to prevent the voter from casting a secret ballot” or to interfere or attempt to interfere with a person registering to vote. Virginia explicitly outlaws communicating to a “registered voter, by any means, false information, knowing the same to be false, intended to impede the voter in the exercise of his right to vote,” including information “about the date, time, and place of the election, or the voter’s precinct, polling place, or voter registration status, or the location of a voter satellite office or the office of the general registrar.” Virginia law includes a private right of action for registered voters to whom such false information is communicated, enabling them to seek an “injunction, restraining order, or other order, against the person communicating such false information.”

Wisconsin law prohibits the use or threat of force, violence, duress, or any fraudulent device or contrivance to “impede or prevent the free exercise of the franchise at an election.” Wisconsin law also provides that no person “may knowingly make or publish, or cause to be made or published, a false representation pertaining to a candidate or referendum which is intended or tends to affect voting at an election.”
APPENDIX II—STATE CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOSURE LAWS

Alaska has enacted one of the nation’s most effective laws for tracing the source of funds spent on election advertising by groups, including those that do not qualify as political committees, requiring such groups to disclose the identity of any contributor who has given the group more than $250 in the aggregate during the calendar year “for the purpose of influencing the outcome of an election,” as well as all election-related contributions and expenditures made by such groups, including contributions to other such groups. The purpose of this statute is to reveal contributors whose funds are transferred through multiple organizations before being spent on election advertising—contributors who would evade disclosure under most jurisdictions’ laws.

California has led the way in recent years in strengthening campaign finance disclosure laws applicable to common sources and types of election disinformation. In 2014, the state strengthened disclosure laws applicable to nonpolitical committee groups spending money to influence California elections (e.g., 501(c)(4) social welfare organizations, 501(c)(5) labor organizations, 501(c)(6) trade associations). Under the 2014 reform, so-called multipurpose organizations that spend more than $50,000 during a 12-month period or more than $100,000 in a period of four consecutive years to influence California elections must register with the state and disclose the donors whose funds were used for the California political spending. And in 2018, California took another step by enacting a “Social Media DISCLOSURE Act,” strengthening disclosure requirements by requiring “paid for by” disclaimers on a broad array of political advertising disseminated via social media platforms.

Maryland has enacted legislation requiring certain tax-exempt organizations that are the source of undisclosed “dark money” political spending in many jurisdictions—501(c)(4), 501(c)(6), and 527 organizations—that make aggregate election-related disbursements of $10,000 or more in an election cycle, to file a report disclosing the identity of each person that made cumulative donations of $10,000 or more to the organization during the period covered by the report.

Minnesota law requires likewise targets’ would-be “dark money” with specific donor disclosure requirements for “associations” that contribute more than $5,000 in a calendar year to independent expenditure or ballot measure committees. Such associations must disclose the “name, address, and amount attributable to each person that paid the association dues or fees, or made donations to the association that, in total, aggregate more than $5,000 of the contribution from the association to the independent expenditure or ballot question political committee or fund.”

New York has enacted legislation imposing disclosure requirements on paid internet and digital political ads and requiring the state board of elections to maintain a publicly available database of such ads. New York explicitly permits modified “paid for by” disclaimers for digital political advertising, so long as the ad “contains a link to another webpage where the “paid for by” statement is prominently displayed.”

Rhode Island law stems the flow of “dark money” with a disclosure requirement not only for independent political expenditures but also for certain transfers of funds between organizations...
(defined in the statute as a “covered transfer”) exceeding $1,000 in a calendar year for such political spending.374

**Finally, the state of Washington has some of the strongest disclosure laws in the nation applicable to election disinformation and other digital political advertising.** Washington’s overall campaign finance disclosure regime is appropriately broad in its application and mandates on-ad identification of top donors to the sponsor for certain political advertising.375 Washington Public Disclosure Commission regulations provide for modified “paid for by” disclaimers on certain digital ads376 and require online platforms that sell paid political advertising (digital “commercial advertisers”) to provide the public with access to detailed digital ad information.377
APPENDIX III—STATE MEDIA LITERACY LAWS

California’s media literacy law, passed in 2018 with bipartisan support in the assembly, requires the Department of Education to list instructional materials and resources on how to evaluate trustworthy media sources.378

In 2019, the Colorado General Assembly passed legislation creating a media literacy advisory committee within the Colorado Department of Education. The committee submitted a report to the Colorado General Assembly in December of the same year and recommended revising Colorado academic standards, providing materials and resources to teachers, and enacting further legislation directing Colorado to take action to support effective implementation of media literacy programs in schools throughout the state.379

Florida’s law, which was passed in 2008 and strengthened in 2013, requires media literacy to be integrated into the standards for all subjects in K–12 public schools.380

Illinois passed a media literacy law in 2021 requiring every public high school in the state to include in its curriculum a unit of instruction on media literacy, making it the first state to mandate media literacy classes.381

A Minnesota state law passed in 2006 requires the state’s education commissioner to embed technology and information literacy standards into the state’s academic standards and graduation requirements.382

New Mexico has had a law in place since 2009 allowing for media literacy to be offered as an elective in schools.383
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